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I Describing technical functions I
Iand applicatíons

1 a ln pairs, think about two or three products you use
regularly and discuss the following questions.

\r

2a

o What are the main functions of the products? (What do they do?)
o What are their different applications? (What are they used for?)

What do you know about Global Positioning System (GPS) devices? ln
pairs, describe their main function, and give some examples of different
applications of GPS devices.

)1.1 Paula, a design engineer for a CPS manufacturer, is discussing product
development with José, a senior manager new to the company. Listen to
the conversation and complete the following notes.

o the primary application of GPS (l )
Tracking systems for (2)
Tracking systems for (3)

alarms
buttons

o not technical innovations the technology

Complete the following extracts from the discussion with words that come from use.

1 Then Aou've got associated applications, - thot are reloted to
navigating...

2 ... traclsing sAstems Aou can for monitoring deliverg vehicles ...
3 . .. from the end-- point of view, accuracg is no longer the main selling

point. Most devices are accurate enough. The keg is to make them more

associated applications

more creative features (4)
(s)
(6)

Unit 1 Technotogy in use
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3a

4a

Match the GPS appl ications (1-6) to the descriptions (a-f l .

1 topographical surveying - a naügation and safet1r at sea
2 geotogical. exploration \ b setting out positions and levets of new structures

3 ciüt engineering \ c mapping surhce features

4 avionics equipment d apptications in mining and the oil industry

5 maritime applications e highway navigation and vehicte tracking

6 GPs in cars and trucks f air traffic control, naügation and autopilot systems

ln pairs, practise explaining the appl ications of GPS in Exercise 3a to a

col league who has l imited knowledge of the devices using the fol lowing
phrases.

used for -ing used to useful for another / a similar use

Complete the following extracts from the conversation by underlining the
correct words.

1 ... there's a setting on the CPS that allows/prevents it to detect the
movement. . .

2 ... an alarm sounds to warn gou, and allows/prevents the boat from drifting
unnoticed.

3 ... and enables/ensures that gou don't lose track of where gou were, which
then enables/ensures uou to turn round and come back to the same
point  . . .

Match the words in Exercise 4a to the synonyms.
: makes sure 2 - I : permits 3 = SIoPS

Complete the following extract from the user's manual of a GPS device
using the verbs in Exercise 4a. Sometimes, more than one answer is
possible.

In pairs, explain the main functions and applications of a product made
by your company or a product you know about. Student A, you are
an engineering manager; Student B, you are a new employee. Use the
language from this section and the phrases in the box. Swap roles and
practise again.

I see. 5o ... 0K. In other words ... So vou mean ...

The core function of your GPS receiver is to (1) you to locate your precise
geographical position. To (2) - the device to function, it receives at least three
signals simultaneously from the GPS constellation - 30 dedicated satellites which
(3) - receivers can function anywhere on earth. To (a) - extremely precise
positioning and (5) errors from occurring due to external factors, this device is
designed to receive four separate signals (see enhanced system accuracy on page 18).

Unit 1 Technology in use



I Exptaining how technology works
6a

b

ln pairs, look at the picture and discuss the following questions.

o How do you think a space elevator would work?
. What could it be used for?
. What technical challenges would it face?
o How seriously do you think the concept of space elevators is

being taken at present?

Read the following article and compare it to your answers in
Exercise 6a.

lN his 1979 novel, Ihe Fountains of Paradise, Arthur C
Clarke wrote about an elevator connecting the earth's
surface to space. Three decades later, this science-
fiction concept is preparing to take otf in the real world.
NASA has launched the Space Elevator Challenge, a
competition with a generous prize fund, and several teams
and companies are working on serious research projects
aimed at winning it.

As its name suggests, a space elevator is designed to
Íaise things into space' Sate||ites, components Íor space
ships, supp|ies Íor astronauts tn space stations, and
even astronauts themselves are examples of payloads
that cou|d be tÍansported jnto orbit without the need

Íor expIosive and environmentaIly unÍriend|y rockets.
However, the altitude of orbital space - a colossal 35,790
km above the earth - is a measure of the challenge facing
engineers. How could such a height be reached?

The answer is by using an incredibly strong and
lightweight cable, strong enough to support its own
weight and a heavy |oad' The design oÍ such a cab|e is
still largely theoretical. This would be attached to a base
station on earth at one end and a satellite in geostationary
orbit (lixed above a point on the equator) at the other. Lift
vehicles would then ascend and descend the cable,
powered by e|ectromagnetic Íorce and control|ed
remotelv.

C Match the verbs (l -9) from

1 connecting
2 raise

3 transpoÉed

4 support

5 attached
6 ascend
7 descend
8 powered

9 controlled

the text in Exercise 6b to the definitions (a-i).

a carried (objects, over a distance)
b hotd something firmty / bear its weight

c climb down
d provided with energy / moved by a force

e joining

f driven / have movement directed
g fixed
h ctimb up
i tift / make something go up

Space Elevgfors

qble is signiícont.
o To (2) - its own weighf, ond be securely (3) _________ o.!

each end, cable would need phenomenal strenqth_to_weight ratio. _
. How could vehicles be (4) _ into cable?
. Self-containe4 sltergv source problemotic, due to weight (heavy fuel ol

_ batferies required to (5) _ vehic^ )  L ^  l \  I  r  r  \cu tu  \ ) /  Ven lc le . ) .

c Two possible ways round problem:

_*:yt.l"r:,r,ry -,r"l. ut fechnique only ot research stage.
z , ' o l a r  p o w e r . B u t  w o u l d  

" " t y  
o t u f f i o * t y .  N o t

y:tt::!!:fblem, as cor could bu ,ortrollJ ,u,rotnly-tb-kq ft f"Yllg ,t:

7a James, an engineer,
is giving a talk on
space elevators.
Complete his notes
using the correct
form of the verbs
(l-7) in Exercise
6c.

Unit 1 Technology in use
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b

c

)t.Z tisten to part of James'talk and check your answers in Exercise 7a.

What kinds of word are missing from the notes? ln pairs, compare the
audioscript on page 86 with the notes in Exercise 7a.

Some space elevator designs propose an offshore base station. In pairs,
discuss how such a system might work using words in Exercise 6c. What
advantages might an offshore base have compared with a land base?

)t.3 James goes on to discuss offshore base stations. Listen to the talk and
answer the following questions.

] How wou|d an oÍfshore base station be suooorted?
2 What would the function of its anchors be?
3 How would payloads reach the base station?
4 What problem would a mobi le base stat ion help to prevent?
5 What would the procedure be if there was an alert?

You are members of a space elevator research team designing a concept
for offshore base stations. ln pairs, analyse the notes below, which were
made during a briefing given by your manager. lmagine you are giving a
presentation. Begin by reading out the abbreviated notes in full.

*\ . . \  \  \  L \  \  L \ r  L  r  r  r  r  r  r  I  I  r  r . r= l -L - t

....... Ú f 3 o 3l3 e 0 Ü 0 0 o t t o | |J
oFF6HoR' ÉAsE 6TA.t1oN - AN'HoR|NG a?w?uL6l0N l56uÚ6
Anchoring ayatom
ulind loads on Lable vrill be huge. ulhat implicaiions for anchoring slstom?
Éase Will n?,od lo bg movod continuall1, sometimes urgentl1. vrlhat tomp
system could be ussd to hold bass in position?
9a* in shallow watgr near coasi, or deep waler further offshorg? óhoice will
have impact on dosign oÍ anchor s1stem.
?ropulsion ststem
\^lillWeight oÍ cab\e allow base to bs moved b1 own ProPollors? Or more
powerful 5.í5t9m for propulaion and contro| noc.? o.g. ertern' power source?

!n pairs, discuss the questions raised in the notes and think of some suitable
solutions for the anchoring system and the propulsion system. At this stage,
these should be overall concepts, not detailed designs. Remember to make
notes.

ln small groups, take turns to give a short talk using your notes to explain
how the systems work, in general terms. lmagine you are speaking to a small
group of colleagues, including your manager.

write two or three paragraphs to summarise your talk. These will be included
in your manager's longer report on offshore base stations.

8a

9a

Unit 1 Technology in use
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a decreases

b better / the best

c improved

d standard, usual

e gets rid of

f has low energY consumPtion

Complete the following text using the correct

form of the words (1-6) in Exercise I I b' You

will need to use some words more than once'

in the hoistwaY. This
enhanced technologY
reduces building and
system operating costs,
and frees up valuable
space.

::p;ff:Y nar berts, ,,0;;;;;;m

I Emphasising technical advantages

ln pairs, discuss the term technical advantage'

Give some examples of technology you are

familiar with.

Read the first ParagraPh of some

promotional literature from Otis, a leading

elevator company. What is the Gen2" system?

b tvtatctr the words (l -6) from the text in

Exercise l l a to the sYnonYms (a-0'

1 conventional -
2 eliminates \
3 superior \
4 energy-efficient \

5 enhanced
6 reduces

d In pairs, summarise the advantages of the flat belt system. Discuss

durability, wear, noise, space' cleanliness' efficiency' automation'

maintenance and cost.

10 Unit 1 TechnologY in use

ilHlillililiuing pu,.r' in th.";ffi;,T#.

tliiltiügl;;:öm#-;:-
.d;É,x H, Hli.űJ [J,üi Jff {ljil'. u to * t i,u r r vt.-t., tffi ,.?ffil jn l'iff il ;1,.'nmatntenance personnel for

;*;- ff ilT ffi ;;:í':fi ? jJ;:ll'''
sYstem that 1a)- ih. *.d fr_ 

-

lTili,',liT;,:,,':lT ;:T* ;. il i. # ;ln om ica r

At the heart of the Gen2ru elevator system

is a Í|at be|t (deveIoped by and unique to

Otis). lt is lust 3mm thick. Yet it is stronger

than conventional steel cables. lt lasts up

to three times longer. And it has enabled

Otis to completely re-invent the elevator' The

flat, coated-steel belt totally eliminates
the metal{o-metal effect of conventional

systems. Coupled with a smooth-surface
crowned machine sheave, the result is

exceptionally quiet operation and superior

ride comfort. Furthermore, the Í|exib|e Ílat

belt enables a more compact, energy-
eÍficient machine, which can be contained
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72a Complete the following tips on emphasising technical advantages using the
words in the box.

conventionat etiminated enhanced reduced superior

When describing technical advantages, it 's useful to emphasise ...
a ( l ) - p e r f o r m a n c e , c o m p a r e d w i t h t h e o | d e r m o d e | o f t h e s a m e

product.
b n e g a t i v e i s s u e s t h a t h a v e b e e n ( 2 ) - , o r c o m p | e t e | y

( 3 ) _ .
c special features that differentiate the technology from (4)

sysrems.
dpe r fo rmance |eve | s tha tmake the techno|ogy (5 ) - to the

comDetition.

)t.l Stefan, an engineer, is briefing some sales colleagues on the advantages
of a new pump design. Listen to the briefing and match the tips (a-d) in
Exercise I 2a to the extracts (l -4).

Extract I - Extract 2 - Extract 3 - Extract 4

Complete the following sentences from the briefing by underllning the correct
emphasising word.

1 We've come up with a completelg/significantlg unique profile.
2 lt completelg/dramaticallg reduces vibration.
3 Machines lilse these can never be entirelg/highlg free from vibration.
4 The new design runs dramaticallg/extremelA smoothlA.
5 Another advantage of the new profile is thot it's consideroblg/entirelg lighter.
6 So compared with our previous range, it's highlg/totallg efficient.
7 Trials so far suggest the design is completelg/exceptionallg durable.
8 We expect it to be entirelg/significantlg more reliable than rival units.

Match the words in Exercise 12c to the synonyms.

considenbly dnmatically entirely exceptionatty highty totatty

I  - l -  : c o m p l e t e l y

2 - l -  :  s ign i f icant ly

3  - l - :  e x t r e m e l y

You are Otis engineers back in the l85Os, when elevators were new.
ln pairs, prepare a short talk to brief your sales colleagues on the
advantages of elevators for lifting people and goods. Emphasise the
points below using the phrases and techniques from this section.
Remember that people at this time are sceptical about the technology.

Elevators are ...

o safe - a reliable braking system eliminates the danger of a car fall ing
if a cable fails

o simple - they're controlled from the car and are very easy to operate

o convenient - they're easier on the legs than the conventional
alternative (stairs)

o valuable - they enhance the value of land by allowing taller buildings
on smaller areas

13
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I Simplifyíng and il[ustrating technical
explanations

t4 a )r.l Richard, a structural engineer, often takes clients on guided tours
of their new buildings during construction. He is talking about explaining
technical concepts to non-specialists. Listen and answer the following
questions.

I What does Richard say about explaining technical concepts?
2 What does he mean by dul/ explanations?
3 What is being patronising?

b ln pairs, think of some tips on how to solve the following probtems.

I not being understood

3 explaining difficult concepts

15 d Richard has made notes for a
guided tour of a site. The project
is a skyscraper in the early
stages of construction. During
the tour he explains the technical
terms to the non-specialist group.
ln pairs, discuss the following
terms and try to interpret them
using everyday language to
rephrase them.

2 being patronising

4 sounding dul l

C )r.o Richard is giving some advice about the problems in Exercise l4b.
Listen and summarise his ideas. Compare his tips with your suggestions.

SUBSTRUCTURE
Pi/e foundations (in generaD

Bored in situ concrete pi/es

Pre-cast driven concrete pi/es

Pi/e driver

7/e auger

Bentonite

)t.l Rictrara is giving a tour of a construction site. Listen and make notes
of his explanations of the following technical terms. Compare your ideas
with his.

I the substructure the.e*rt.-of.th.e.5tvract$re. 5 pre-cast piles
be!p.w.9!,.q!^14... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 to dr ive in (a pi le)

a pile foundation
to bore (a pile)
in situ concrete

2
3
4

7 a pile driver
8 a pile auger
9 bentonite

T

t 2 Unit 1 Technology in use
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t6

Listen again and compare Richard's explanations with the tips in Exercise
l4c. Which techniques did he use? Were they successful?

Complete the following table using the words in the box.

basicatty (x2) ca[[ effectivety essentially imagine other
picture refer sinrpk simply

Function Words / Phrases
1 Simpti[ring the language 1n sinple terms / put / in -words f -
2 Simptifoing the concept / - / -
3 Focusing on technical terms what we / what we - to as
4 lltustrating with images if you - / if you

ln pairs, practise explaining the technical terms in Exercise l5a using the
simplified words and phrases in Exercise l5d.

Read the textbook description of two types of pile foundation. Use the words
and phrases in Exercise l5d and the following notes to rephrase it.

Like statrráitg
stilts i\ warfev

From a structural perspective, pile foundations can be divided into

two categories: end-bearing piles and friction piles.

End-bearing piles are driven or bored through soft ground in order

to attain firm substrata below. The pile then transmits load vertically
o\ to firm subsoil or bedrock. The soft ground surrounding the sides of

the pile is structurally redundant.

Friction piles counteract downward loads from the structure

through frictional resistance between the sides of the pile and the

surrounding ground, and do not therefore rely on firm substrata. In
luaargile ar leg some cases, the diameter of the concrete at the pile's base is widened
a,|\), é\ Poo| by compaction, allowing the increased area to give the friction pile a

certain degree of end-bearing resistance.

You are showing a non-specialist visitor around your company and explaining

technical concepts using simplified language. In pairs, practise explaining a
product or type of technology that you are familiar with.

lmargirne wartev
at\á the sea|beL

Like ar h4il i\

woo)t

17
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In UNIT 2
a
a
o

Describing specifi c materiats
Categorising materials
Specifoing and describing
properties
Discussing quatityr issues

ln pairs, discuss the benefits and problems of
recycling. Use the following examples and your own ideas.

breaking up ships demol.ishing buitdings recycling electronics scrapping cars

Read the following web page and complete the missing headings using the
words in the box.

Aluminium Copper Gtass Plastic Rubber 5tecl Timber

T

- Describing specific materiats

2a

1 ííE c Y c L AB LE Li!ÁÍ E Rl ALs
t Sfeel Scrap can be sorted easily using magnetism. lf the metal is galvanised (coated

with zinc) the zinc is Íu||y recyc|ab|e' |Í it is stain|ess stee|, other meta|s mixed with the iron,
such as chromium and nickel, can also be recovered and recycled. rE

2 - Soding is critical, as there are key differences between the clear and coloured
material used in bottles and Jars, and the high-grade material used in engineering
applications, which contains traces of metals. y

3 - Scarcity makes recyc|ing especia|ly desirab|e, and justiÍies the cost of removing insulation
Írom e|ectric wires, which are a major source of scrap. Pure meta| can also be
recovered from alloys derived from it, notably brass (which also contains quantities of zinc,
and often lead) and bronze (which contains tin). t-

4 - The cost of melting down existing metal is significantly cheaper than the
energy-intensive process of electrolysis, which is required to extract new metal from ore. rE

5 - Hardwood and softwood can be reused, However, the frequent need to
remove ironmongery and saw or plane off damaged edges, can make the process costly. y

6 - Tyres are the primary source oÍ recyc|ab|e materia|. These can be reused who|e
in certain applications. They can also be ground into crumbs which have varied uses. y

7 - An obstacle to recycling is the need to son waste carefully. While some types
can be melted down for reuse, many cannot, or result in low-grade material. y

7 4 Unit 2 Materiats technology
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Match the materials from the web page (l-8) in Exercise 2 to the
definitions (a-h).

1 stainless steet.,'' a a metal used to make brass, and in galvanised coatings on steel
2 zinc I b the predominant metal in steel
3 iron \c a \rpe of steel not needing a protective coating, as it doesn't rust
4 bronze
5 lead
6 hardwood
7 ore
8 softwood

d a dense, poisonous metal
e rocks from which metals can be extracted
f an a[[oy made from copper and tin
g timber from pine trees
h timber from deciduous trees

Compf ete the following sentences using from, with or of .

I Bronze contains significant amounts o{ copper.
2 Calvanised steel is steel coated -zinc.
3 Steel is an alloy derived - iron.
4 Pure metals can usually be recovered - alloys.
5 To produce stainless steel, iron is mixed other metals.
6 Stainless steel contains quantities chromium and nickel.
7 Glass tableware contains traces - metals, such as lead.
8 When new metal is extracted ore, the costs can be high.

ln pairs, ask and answer questions about different materials using the
following phrases.

3 a lrina, an ecological adviser, is
talking to a group of engineers
on a training course about
environmentally friendly design.
ln pairs, discuss the ideas
from her slide and give some
examples.

Application
I electrical wires in vehicles
2 external walls in houses

)z.t Listen to an extract from the talk and compare your
ideas with what lrina says. What example does she use to
il lustrate her main point?

)z.z lrina asks the engineers to do a simplified
environmental audit. Their task is to compare steel and
aluminium car bodywork from an ecological perspective.
Listen to Sophia and Pete, two of the engineers, discussing
the topic and make notes of their ideas.

ln pairs, do an environmental audit for the following
applications and materials. Use the words and phrases in
the box.

Materials
copper and aluminium
bricks and softwood

as far as I know ... I think so / I'd say so I'm (not) sure
thats an important consideration that needs to be researched
coated derived mixed recovered recycled



- Categorising materials

5a

b

deceíeration. and stores it as a
source of power for subsequent
acceleration.

Regenerative brakes limit
the energy loss inherent in
traditional braking systems. In
most vehicles. conventional
brakes comprise pads
previously made from asbestos-
based composites, but now
consisting of compounds*
of exotic. non-hazardous

4 ceramics
5 al.Loy
6 non-metallic
7 polymers

What do you know about braking systems? In pairs, discuss the following
questions.

I Cenerally speaking, what do brakes do and how do they work?
2 What kinds of material are used in brake pads and brake discs in different

vehicles?

Read the article on braking systems. In the title of the article, what do the
colours green and red refer to?

In pairs, answer the following questions.

I Why do most braking systems waste energy?
2 What are regenerative braking systems, and how do they save energy?
3 What characteristics are required of materials used for the brakes on racing cars?
4 What is meant by heat soak, and why is it a problem in racing cars?

GREEN BrÜAKEs
- A RED HOT TOPIC IN MOTOR RACING
As motor racing goes green, materials, and discs made of
Formula I is aiming to lead feÜous metal. The resulting
automotive research in finding friction generates heat, which
hi-tech efficiency gains. One is wasted. In performance cars,
of the keys to this ecological this phenomenon is taken
drive is regenerative braking to extremes, and due to the
(also known as kinetic energy high temperatures generated,
recovery), which recovers brake discs are often made out
energy generated during of ceramics.

The carbon discs and pads used
on Formula I cars generate
so much heat that they glow
red hot. High temperatures
are, in fact, necessary for the
effective operation of carbon
brakes. But there3 still plenty
of potential for recovering the
kinetic energy, rather than
mere|y dissípating it ín the
form of heat.

The potential for recovering
energy also extends to the
heat generated by engines
and exhaust systems. This
area has also been discussed
as a oossible area for future
exploitation in motor racing.
Heat recovery might offer the
added benefit of reducing
heat soak ítherma| absorption
by the chassisf as delicate
alloy parts and sensitive non-
metallic materials, such as
polymers, are susceptible to
heat damage.

C Match the materiats from the text ( l-7) to the descriptions (a-g).

1 compounds 1 a materials that are not metal
2 exotic \ U iron and steel\
3 ferrous \ g combinations of materials

d mixture of metals
e plastic materials
f minerals transformed by heat
g rare or complex

I

1 6 Unit 2 Materials technology
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ln pairs, take turns to describe an object using the words from Exercise 5c
and the phrases in the box. Ask your partner to guess what it is.

comprise consist of made from made of made out of

6 a You are going to give a talk on composites technology at a construction
materials trade fair. In part of the talk, you focus on reinforced concrete
as a well-known example of a composite material. Prepare your talk using
words and phrases from this section and the following notes.

hmposite materials
(ammon etample: reinforced concrete (very widely used composite)

Lement (derived fron lime)

ftgregate - f:i:r:fgrrg"te (und) + clarse aggregate (qravel or crushed

Water + chemical additives (e.9. plasticiser to improve w1rk^bility)

kinforcement (steel barq fixed together with steel tie wirQ

ln small groups, take turns to give your talk.

Margit, a sales engineer, is describing a
high-voltage cable. Before you listen, label
the cross-section with the parts (a-e).

a insulat ion
b wateroroof membrane
c outer jacket
d armoured protection 2
e conductor

)z3 tisten to the description and
check your answers in Exercise 6c.

Match the parts of the cable (a-e) in
Exercise 6c to the following categories of
materials (l -5). You will need to use some parts more than once.

non-metall ic at 4 non-ferrous metal

b

c

I
2
3

metall ic
ferrous metal -

5 polymer-based

Imagine you are presenting a product or appliance you know well to a
potential client. Describe the categories of material used to make the
different parts.
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I Specifying and describing properties
8a

b

9a

In pairs, discuss what you know about the properties of Kevlar@ and how it
is  used.

Read the following extract from DuPont'"'s technical guide to Kevlar@.
Compare the information with your ideas from Exercise 8a.

\^/HAT IS KEVLAR,@?
DtrPontÍl'1 KEVLAB@ is an orgarric fiber
in the arornaiic polyanride fanri{y. The
lunique propert ies and dist inct chemical
Co|-1pos|Llon ot KEVLÁRe dist ingtr isn
it Írom other cot-,rtllercia]' tllan nlade
Íibers '

KEVLAR@ has a unique conrbination
of l ' rrgh nroduius, toughness, abrasion
resrstance ar 'cr I lrernral stabi l  ty. l t  r ,vas
developed for der-nanciing industrial
ar ld advanced-technology applrcat ions.
Currently. rrany types of KEVLAR@ are
procluced to rrreeT a oroad r irnge of end
uses that require strong, l tghtwerght.
c lt i rable rrater ia ls.

DuPont" and Kevtar@ are registered trademarks or trademarks of E.I.du Pont de Nemours Company or its affit iates

Find words in the text in Exercise 8b to match the following definitions.

1 foraghness : the opposite of fragil ity
2 - : resistance to damage caused by friction
3 - : r e S | S t a n c e t o p r o b l e m s c a u s e d b y t e m p e r a t u r e c h a n g e
4  - :  l ong - l a s t i ng
5 - : the opposite of heavy

Match the automotive parts (l -5) to the descriptions (a-e).

t drive belts a sheets inserted between parts to prevent gas or fluid leakage
2 brake pads b pneumatic envelopes in contact with the road surface
3 tyres c flexible bands used in transmission systems
4 sealing gaskets d protective barriers capable of resisting gunshots
5 butlet-resistant armour e pads pressed against discs to induce deceteration

Read the information from DuPont'u on the following page explaining some
of the automotive applications of Kevlar@. Complete the text using the
automotive parts in Exercise 9a.

Copyright DuPont de Nemours
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Car and trr-rck (1) - have rncorporated
Kevlar@ into their construction because it offers
<r  r no r l _ r  n r  r t a i r  r r a  eh r r c r n 'J u f r c  v  p u l  l v ( u  o .  o u l o o l u  l  O  r U  l H O l  ' g ) l ) i O l  ! 8 ,

The hrgh |nodUIUS anc j  abÍaS|o l l  res|Sta l l ce  o f
Kevlar@ help (2) retain their or ginal
c ,h:np an. l  lp r rc rnn n\/Ar  lhe  tT l r l l rgpt  Ot

revolrrt,crrts tlteu no througn over lhe l itespan o{
a venrcte.

The frictiona| Íorces that (3) - are designed
to endure take less of  a to l l  orr  t l \ose n 'dde wrt i r
Kerrlar@ pulp. The enhanced thernral stabil ity
and inherent abrasion resistance of KevlariS

allolv thern to last loi 'rg and stop the rrelricle
saÍe|y and qrtietly.

Kev|ar@ provides an eÍÍectlrle' 1ightweight
(4) - solutiorr for r. 'ehrcies that requrre
protection agains{ ball istic attack. allowing cars
and light trucks to retain most of their original
handiing characteristics.

Chernrc.r l  s ta i l i i i t \  a1o l l re!  !a '  s laD, l ' i )  re io
make (5) reinÍorced with Keviar@ pulp
strong ancj durable. The gaivanic corrosion
resrstance of Kevlar'@ also contributes to
irnproved iong ternr engrne perfonrance.

ln pairs, discuss why the properties of Kevlar@ are especially important for
each application described in the text.

)Z.q Listen to a conversation about the properties of materials used in a
specific type of tool and answer the following questions.

1 Where does the conversation take place?
2 What tool is being discussed?
3 Which materials can be used for its different oarts?

Complete the following extracts from the conversation using the properties
in Exercise 8c. Listen again and check your answers.

1 The handle mustn't be heavy. ldeallg, Aou wont it to be
2 Resisting friction is essential. The keg requirementis -
5 The bur has to be built to last. Obviouslg, theg need to be verg
4 Heat builds up in the bur. You need o good degree of -

Match the words and phrases ( | -5) from Exercise | 0b to the synonyms
(a-e).

1 ideal.ty
2 obviously
3 the last thing you want
4 the key requirement
5 a good degree of

a iís clear that
b for the best results
c the most important fuctor
d a lot ofl a high tevel of
e the worst situation

a You work for a manufacturer of .,-\
hand tools and have ;;;';;n* a Harprme's a! Joi're"s' hatmme's (tov rattls)

investigate using alternative materials 
ro) Ltau'rp hatwrmets (fov uaatsorrvy chisels)

in your products. ln pui.., ."uá tr'" 
- - 

Co\siáev the harr"rmer heotA at\A the harmwrev shart|.

notes and discuss the main properties Satws a| Wooá Sarws (€ov cta|tirrg wooá)

required of the materials used to make b) Harcksarws (fov craffirrg uaetatl)
the too|s. Coqsiáev |he satw b|oA,e aúO, |v\e sarw hatr,tále o" €varrre.

Think of a product you know well.
ln pairs, discuss the materials used in it and what properties make the
materials suitable. Discuss whether alternative materials could be used.
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I Discussing quality issues
72

13a

b

14a

In pairs, answer the following questions.

I ln advertising, what hi-tech, high-performance
situations are often used to promote watches?

2 What messages are they intended to send about the
quality of products?

3 What quality issues differentiate higher-quality watches
from lower-quality ones?

4 What is the difference between describing something as
water-resistant and waterproon

)ls touisa, a marketing executive for a watch
manufacturer, is discussing material selection with
Tom, one of her engineering colleagues. Listen to the
discussion and complete the four quality issues that are
mentioned in the meeting.

I - resistance
2 -resistance
3 -resistance
4 -resistance

In pairs, discuss what is meant by each of the quality
issues in Exercise 13a.

)z.s tisten again and answer the following questions.

I What point does Tom make about the reasons for selecting materials?
2 What does he say about submarine-grade steel to exemplify the above

point?
3 What problem does he describe with regard to the marketability of many

materials?
4 What hard commercial fact does Louisa give?

ln pairs, mark the following statements True fI) or False (F) according to
the views expressed in the conversation. Read the audioscript on page 87
and check your answers.
I Often, exotic-sounding materials are not that suitable, technically.
2 People think that a submarine steel watch must be tremendously

water-resistant.
3 The corrosion resistance of submarine steel is exceptionally good.
4 Submarine-grade steel looks fairly good.
5 Tom thinks submarine steel is particularly suitable for watches.
6 The firm has often used materials that are not adequately durable.
7 Often, the compositions of good watch materials are relatively complex.
8 Materials with complicated names are pretty good for marketing.

I

E"
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C )z.O Listen to the following phrases from the conversation and undertine the
stressed syllable. Practise saying the phrases.

I not patjeularly suitable 4 tremendously marketable
2 exceptionally resistant 5 relatively complex
3 not at all suitable 6 not all that good

d Complete the following table using the words in the box.

cxrcÉia*y fairty insufficientty not adequatety not (alt) that
not partí.cularty pÍetty ntativety tetendousty

extremely quite not very not enough definitely not
excepfiohrrlly

15 In pairs, discuss the key properties and different types and grades of
the following materials. Give examples of the properties that make each
material good or bad for watch-making, from a quality perspective.

Materials
steel glass atuminium titanium gotd ptastic copper rubber

Properties
water-resistant abrasion-resistant corrosion-resistant shock-resistant touqh
brittLe etastic durable heavy Lightweight thermalty stable

ln small groups, choose a well-known consumer product or appliance and
discuss it from a quality perspective. How suitable are the materials used?
How good is the product, compared with others sold by competitors?

r

16
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I Describing component shapes
and features
What do you know about the electrical plugs and sockets used in different
countries? ln pairs, describe some specific designs.

)lt Jan, a project manager for a firm that manufactures electrical plugs
and sockets, is briefing some of his engineering colleagues. Listen to the
briefing and summarise the aim of the project.

f n pairs, discuss what is meant by profile of the pins and standard
configuration.

)U Erin, an engineer with the same company, is describing different
electrical plug and socket formats during the briefing. Listen and match the
descriptions (l -6) to the pictures (a-fl.tu

e _

t

2a
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I

d Complete the following phrases from the descriptions using adjectives
based on the words in brackets.

1 ... there are c\vcviav pins for live and neutral. (circle)
2 . . . the earth slot's got a flat base with one side over to form a

semi-circle. (round)
3 This one has blades for live, neutral and earth... (rectangle)
4 ... it has a - slot to receive the earth pin. (cylinderl
5 ... the pins are arranged in - configuration. (line)
6 ... theg're laid out in -configuration (triangle)

g )t.l Listen and underline the stressed syllable in each of the following
words.

redangle rectangular triangle triangular
cy l inder cy l indr ica l  l ine l inear

3 a )S.l Listen to a longer description from the meeting. Which picture (a-0 in
Exercise 2c does Erin describe?

b Complete the following extracts from the description using the correct form
of the words in the box.

flush with groove ffie pin recess ridge set back

1 ... there's a circular slot at the top. It's obviouslg a btind V,ole , i7
doesn't go right through.

2 . . . there ore two plastic , one on either side of the plug
casing, and theg slot into corresponding - at each side of the
socket. lnaddi t ion.thecentreofthesocket ls- .Soratherthan
being

the front of the socket, on the same face, the circular area
that receives the plug /s - from the surrounding casing ...

3 These covers onlg open when pressure is applied to both bg the two
- of the plug simultaneouslg.

C !n pairs, describe the different plug and socket formats in the pictures in
Exercise 2c.

4 a )l.s Andy and Karin, two electrical engineers, are evaluating a plug and
socket format in Exercise 2c. Listen to the conversation and make notes of
the advantages and disadvantages of the following features.

1 Plug slots into a recess in the socket:
Advantages
Disadvantages

2 Covers protect l ive and neutral slots:
Advantages
Disadvantages

b ln pairs, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the plug and socket
formats in Exercise 2c. Use the following phrases from the conversation.

an advantage/disadvantage of this format is ... another advantage/disadvantage is ...
the problem with this system is ... this (shapeformatfeature) stops ... from ... -ing
this (shape/format/feature) attows it to ,/ hel.ps it to / makes it easy to / makes it difficutt to ...
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6a

n Explaining and assessing manufacturing
techniques
ln pairs, think of some examples of machining operations that are often
used in manufacturing involving metalworking.

)l.S Suan, a sales engineer with a metal fabrication company, is showing Mr
Barrett, a new customer, around their plant. Listen to the conversation
and mark the statements Ti'ue (T) or False (F).

I The company specialises in sheet metal working.
2 The company does a lot of metal casting.
3 Metal bashing is a precise technical term for hammering.
4 Dril ls and mill ing machines are always noisy.
5 Crinding is a process that uses abrasives.
6 The press is used for shearing metal.

Complete the following training material for graduate engineers using the
words in the box.

Dritting Flame-cutting Mitting Sawing Shearing

l'|fi il Ü ilGT||R |l| G ItG l| l| l 0u t HnlÜ[I| 0 l| : cl|ITll|s 0 ptllll 0 l| s
Key Íactors in determining the most appropriate cutting technique are: materia|
characteristics (notably hardness, and thermal and electrical properties),
component thickness, component shape and complexity, required edge quality, and \
production volume. Select cutting options below for a detailed analysis of techniques.

Gunil8 oPiloilS
(1)-:abras ivecutt ing,removingakeíoÍmater ia| .|nc|udescutt ingwithtoothedb|ades
and abrasive wheels. @

(2) - :useo fp ressu reonsmooth -edgedb|ades fo rgu i l l o t i n i ngandpunch ing@

(3)-:remova|ofmater ia|acrosstheÍu||d iameteroÍaho|e,orus inghole-sawsfor
cutting circumÍerentiar kens. j!!il!*

(4)-:remova|ofsurface layerswithmu|t ip|ecutt ingwhee|passes@

(5)-:us ingoxyfue|(oxygen+combust ib|egas 'of tenacety|ene).@

C Complete the following definitions using the words in the box.

abrasive wheel guitLotine hole-saw kerf punch toothed blade

I A pq\ch makes holes by applying pressure to shear the material.
2 A - m a k e s s t r a i g h t c u t s b y a p p | y i n g p r e s s u r e t o s h e a r t h e

material.
3 A - is the width of the saw cut.
4 A - has sharp edges for cutting or mill ing.
5 A - has a hard, rough surface for cutting or grinding.
6 A - c u t s a c i r c u l a r o i e c e t o r e m o V e a n i n t a c t c o r e o f m a t e r i a | .

Unit 3 Components and assemblies
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7 a Read the following extract of promotional literature from a leading producer
of ultra-high-pressure (UHP) waterjet cutting machines. ln pairs, explain the
phrases in bold.

produce net-shaped parts with no heat-affected zone, heat distortion,
or mechanical stresses caused by other cutting methods, can cut with
a narrow kerí and can provide better usage of raw materia| since parts
can be tightly nested. As a result of the FlowMasterru PC control system
and intuitive operation, waterjets are extremely easy to use.Typically,
operators can be trained in hours and are producing high-quality parts in
hours. Additionally, waterjets can cut virtually any material,leaving a satin-
smooth edge.

)l. l fvan is talking to Mr Barrett about UHP waterjet cutting. Listen to the
conversation and match the phrases in the box to the extracts (1-4).

heat-affected zone mechanical stresses narrow kerf net-shaped parts

\ A /hat makes waterjets such a popular cutting option?
V V Water jets require few secondary operations,

= Ffow

8

Complete the following extracts from the conversation by underlining the
correct phrases.
1 So theg are especiallg good when / not so good when gou have intricate

shapes.
2 Saw blades are obviouslg pertect when / useless when you're cutting curved

shdpes.
3 ... sawing is the ideal solution / not the best solution if gou want to avoid

altering the material.
4 ... it's ideal for / totallg unsuitable for metals.

In pairs, assess the different cutting techniques in terms of
o shape/size of cut o material types/characteristics . cut width/quality.
Use the phrases in the box.

ideaL/perfect/especiaU.y good for + -ing the ideal./perfect solution for
not particutarly suitable / not so good if you need ...
not the best sotution if you don't want ... totalty unsuitabte / useless

Extract I

Extract 2

Cutting techniques
dril.l.ing with a bit
dritLing with a hole-saw
flame-cutting
grinding
gui[[otining
mil.Ling
punching
sawing
waterjet cutting

Extract 3
Extract 4

Shape/size of cut
angular bLind hol.es curved large sma[[ straight
thick thin throuqh hotes

Material types/characteristics
ceramics metals plastics timber hard tough
brittte

Cut width/quality
heat-affected zone narrow kerfs no kerf rough edges
smooth edges wide kerfs
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I Explaining jointing and fixing techniques
9

10a

In pairs, think of some examples of ways of joining materials together.

)g.A pearo, a purchasing manager with a kitchen appliance manufacturer, is
talking to Alicia, a sales manager from one of their main suppliers. Listen to
the conversation and answer the following questions.

1 What objective does Pedro describe regarding his company's relationship
with suppliers?

2 What is Alicia concerned about?
3 How does he respond to her concerns?

Complete the following table using the words in the box.

adhesive ü'ott ctip rivet screw weld

Mechanical fixings
bolf

Non-mechanical fixings

C Label the photos (l-5) with the words in Exercise lOb.

l welá

Match the types of connection in the box to the following groups.

botting bonding connccting fixing gtuing joining riveting welding

1 corr\ectiqg : describes any kind of connection.
2 - : describes mechanical connections onlv.

only.

Unit 3 Components and assemblies
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l1 d Complete the following questions using the words in the box.

each other on onto to together

I How can we fix these two components - ?
2 How can we fix these two components to - ?
3 How can we f ix  th is  component -?
4 How can we fix this component I - this component?

b Complete the following training web page using the words in Exercise | | a.

C In pairs, answer the following questions using the information on the web
page in Exercise 1 I b.

I What are the main advantage and disadvantage of mechanical fixings?
2 What is  the main d isadvantage of  non-mechanica l  jo int ing?

3 What issues can negatively affect mechanical fixings and non-mechanical
jo ints?

72 a ln pairs, discuss the following jointing techniques used in aircraft and say
how the parts are fixed together.

1 Early aircraft: timber frame / adhesive or screws
2 Modern jet aircraft: alloy body panels / rivets
3 Aircraft cabins: seats/floor/bolts
4 Aircraft cockpit: windshield/fuselage/adhesive

b Your company has launched a competition for its engineers to build a
homemade model glider that is as cheap as possible to assemble. ln pairs,
discuss what types of materials and joints you could use.

a

il[ilUrA8IUB ll|B llcl| l| l|lÜt EURIÜII! 0l|: J0 ll|Is ll| l| rilIil Bs
The most suitable method ot joÍning components depends on many tactots, whích
extend beyond the obvious íssue oÍ requírcd strength.

. Wil| the .joint need to be disconnected in the Íuture? |Í a part is bo|ted (1) - , it can obvious|y
be removed at a |ater date. |Í two components are bonded to (2) - with strong adhesive, or
welded (3) - then subsequent removal will clearly be more difficult. @

. What external factors might affect the joint? Water or heat can weaken adhesive joints. And no
matter how tightly nuts are screwed (4) - bolts, vibration can cause them to work loose
^.,^- +i-^ 4tllFvvvr Lil rv. tllllliblr

. How quality-sensitive is the jointing technique? Components are rarely joined (5) - each
other in ideal conditions. lnadequately tightened fixings, improperly prepared surfaces, or flawed
welds are inevitable. How could such imperfections affect the joint negatively? @

- <'t
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b

nDescribingpositionsofassemb1edcomponents
ln pairs, read the title of the article and suggest ways of making a garden
chair fly. Discuss any potential problems.

Read the article and match the questions (a-d) to the paragraphs (l -4).

a How did the actual fl ight differ from the one that was planned?
b What incidents occurred just before and just after the landing?
c What is said about the modern equivalent of this type of activity?
d What components were used to assemble the flying machine?

CRAZY BUT TRUE: LARRY WALTERS AND THE FLYING GARDEN CHAIR
I On July 2, L982, a Californian

truck driver named I-arry
\ü?'alters sat outside his house

on a garden chair.To say that
he was out to get some air

is an understatement, for
projecting above him a cluster

of ropes was tiedto 42 helium-
fi lled weather balloons. Anchor
ropes, situated underneath úe

chair, were fastened around

the bumper of his car, which

was positioned just below the

makeshift flying machine.

2 MrWalters intended to climb
gently to an altitude of a few
hundred feet, before drifting
slowly out of town and across
country. He then planned

to use an airgun to shoot
some balloons and descend

atbove

gradually to earü. But as the
helium gas contained within
the balloons warmed up in the
summer sun, it progressively

generated more lift. \ü7hen the

anchor ropes were released,

the self-assembly airship shot
up like a rocket. Too shocked
to reach for üe pistol inserted

in his pocket, the first-time
pilot held on for life. In iust
a few minutes, l-arry rWalters

was 16'000 feet above üe
ground, floating over the
city of l-ong Beach. A short
time later, there were furüer

complications; he suddenly
found himselfinside controlled

airspace, adjacent to Long

Beach Airport. The occupants
of passing Delta Airlines and
T$íA aircraft looked on at the

curious spectacle outside, as
wide-eyed as the garden chair
pilot hovering beside them.

Evenrually, after managing

to shoot some balloons, Mr

Walters descended safely to
earth despite an anchor rope,

which was still suspended
beneaú üe chair, getting

tangled with a power line

located alongside the landing

site (in someone's garden).

He was immediately arrested
by waiting police of6cers, and

was later fined for breaking
Federal aviation laws.

Today, cluster ballooning,
while still a fairly marginal

sport, is steadily starting to
gain in popularity.

C Answer the questions in Exercise I 3b.

74 a Label the diagrams using the prepositions in the box.

abor/e adjacent to alongside around below beneath beside
inside outside over underneath within

a

!
u

a

'!. "8.
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complete the following sentences about the flying garden chair using the
prepositions in the box. Check your answers against the text in Exercise t 3b.

in above around beneath within

1 Projecting the chair was a cluster of ropes' tied to 42

helium-fil led weather balloons.
2 Anchor ropes were fastened the bumper of the car.

3 Larry Walters had an airgun inserted - his pocket.

4 The hel ium conta ined the bal loons warmed up in the sun'

5 After takeoff, the anchor ropes remained suspended - the chair.

complete the following descriptions of how the garden chair airship was

assembled by underlining the correct words.

I
2

A quantity of helium gas was contained/suspended inside each balloon.

A tube was inserted/projected inside the openings of the balloons, to inflate

them.
The balloons were situated/suspended over the chair, in a large cluster.

The chair was containedisuspended under the balloons by ropes.

Arm rests, contained/located beside the pilot, at each side, helped to hold him

in place.
The landing gear, inserting/projecting below the seat, consisted, simply, of the

3
4
5

chair legs.
7 The pilot was positioned/projected underneath the balloons, so his weight

was low down.

d Wtrictr two other words have the same meaning as positioned?

contained fastened inserted Located projected situated suspended

t5 a In pairs, look at the photo and describe how you think the cluster
balloon is assembled from the following components.

bags balloons helium nyton ropes nylon straps
pLastic cabte sand/water batlast ties tape

paragtiding harness

b )il Eva and Lenny, two engineers working for an extreme sports

equipment manufacturer, are discussing cluster ballooning.

Listen to the conversation and summarise what they say about

the following issues.

I  assembly t ime
2 how olastic cable ties are used
3 a tree structure
4 how water bags are used

In pairs, discuss ways of overcoming the problems mentioned in the

conversation. How could cluster ballooning be made more accessible to

a mass market? What other equipment/assemblies could be used?

the advantage of tying
each indiv idual  ba l loon
the problem of using a net
to contain the balloons
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UNIT 4

. Working with dnwings
o Discussing dimensions and

precision
o Describing design phases and

procedures
o Resolving design problems
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I Working with drawings

2a

ln pairs, discuss the different types of design information needed on a complex
engineering project, such as the construction of a large cruise ship. How many
different drawings do you think might be produced for such a project? How
would they be organised and categorised?

)l.t loe, a technician at a shipyard, is talking to Linda, one of his engineering
colleagues in the design office. He is asking about some information which he
can't find on any of the drawings. Listen to the conversation and answer the
following questions.

I What area of the ship are they discussing?
2 What does the technician need to know?

Complete the following definitions using the types of drawing in the box.

cross-section elevation exploded üew note phn schematic
specification

1 X p\art\ gives a view of the whole deck, trom above.
2 An - gives a vlew of all the panels, from the front.
3 An - gives a deconstructed view of how the panels are fixed

together.
4 A - gives a cutaway view of the joint between two panels.

5 A - gives a simplified representation of a network of air ducts.

6 A - gives a brief descriptlon or a reference to another related

drawing.
1 A - gives detailed written technical descriptions of the panels.

Which two types of drawing in Exercise 2b are examples of general

arrangement drawings, and which two are examples of detail drawings?

-:StT.:
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3a

b

Read the following technical questions that came up during the
shipbuilding project and decide which type of drawing is required to answer
each question.

lHowmanypane|sare therea l togetheronth i swa| l? -
2 What profile are these hollow beams: rectangular or circular?
3 What are the positions of all the floodlights around the deck perimeter?

4Howmanybranchescomeof f themainspr ink|ersupp|yp ipe?-
5 How do all the internal components of the fan unit fit together?

What is meant by scale on a drawing? ln pairs, o<plain how a scale rule,
like the one shown in the picture, is used.

)u nfter receiving the drawings for the panets, Joe is now discussing
some details with Pavel, a colleague. Listen to the conversation and answer
the following questions.

I What piece of information is not shown on the drawing?
2 What golden rale is mentioned?

Complete the following extracts from the conversation and explain what is
meant by each one.
I /s fhis drawing scale?
2 lt's one - five.
3 .. . gou shouldn't scale - drawings ...
4 ... it's actual size, on a --scale drawing ...

You are engineers on a proiect to design the metal
handrail that will run around the perimeter of the
top, outdoor deck of a large cruise ship. !n pairs,
discuss what drawings you will need to produce for
manufacturing and installation with regard to the
following issues:
o the types of view that will be required and what each

one will show
o the approximate scale of different drawings and views
o what written information you will need to provide in

the specification.

You are going to provide design information to enable
a production team to manufacture a product or
appliance you know well. Make a list of some of the
drawings that will be needed, noting what each one
willshow.

4

5
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Discussing dimensions and precision
6 d ln pairs, discuss what is meant by precision and accuracg.

Read the technical advice web page and answer the following questions.

1 How is a superflat floor different from an ordinary concrete floor?
2 What accuracy can be achieved with ordinary slabs, and with superflat slabs?
3 What problem is described in high bay warehouses?

ln pairs, discuss what is meant by tolerance in the context of dimensions and
precision.

Complete the following expressions from the web page which are used to
describe tolerances.

I - tolerance (inside the limits of a given tolerance)
2  - o r - S m m ( + / - 5 m m )
3 - tolerance (close tolerance)
4 - t o | e r a n c e ( n o t i n s i d e t h e | i m i t s o f t o | e r a n c e )

Complete the following sentences using the expressions in Exercise 6d.

I The frame's too big for the opening. The opening's the right size, so the frame
must be

2 The total
is
The engineer specified
+ I - 2mm. So it 's well

+ / - 5mm for the slab finish, and we got it to

4 You can't finish concrete to + / - 0. I mm. There's no wav vou can work to such

ln some situations, engineers describe tolerances using p/us or minus,
for example + / - I mm, and in other situations as within, for example
within lmm.ln pairs, discuss the difference in meaning between these two
descriptions, giving examples of situations where each description might be
used.

Unit 4 Engineering design

SuperÍlat Floors: FAO
What is a superflat floor?
Compacting and finishing the surface oÍ Wet concrete is an inherent|y imprecise process. For an ordinary
concrete slab to be laid within tolerance, engineers can only realistically expect the surface to be finished
to plus or minus 5mm. By contrast, superflat concrete floors are finished to meet extremely close tolerances,
being accurate to within '1mm across their upper surface.

Where are superffat floors used?
Floor surÍaces with extreme|y tight toIerances are Írequent|y specified in warehouses where Automated
Guided Vehicles operate Uneven floors are especially problematic in high bay warehouses, which use
automated fork|ifts with a verticaI reach oÍ 30 metres or more' At such a height, s|ight variations in Í|oor
|eveI are amp|ified in the form oÍ verticaI ti|t, causing inaccurate manoeuvring at high |evel' |Í these
variations are outside tolerance they can lead to coll isions with racking elements, or cause items to be
dropped Írom pa||ets.

d

e

to lerance is  I  mm. The oermiss ib le var iat ion e i ther s ide of  the ideal
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7a )q.i f\4ei, a structural engineer, is talking to Lewis, a project manager, about
the floor specification for a manufacturing plant that is currently at design
stage. Listen to the conversation and answer the following questions.

I What has the client requested with regard to the floor slab?
2 What are free movement floors and defined movement floors?
5 What issue does the engineer discuss regarding quality?
4 What opt ion is  d iscussed involv ing gr inding?
5 What can be done to the reinforcement to permit grinding?

Complete the following table using the words in the text in Exercise 6b and
audioscript 4.3 on page 89.

Name of dimension Large dimension
1 Whafs the -? Is it -?
2 Whaís 11]g wiá|h ? Is it -?

3 What's the -? Is 11 high 7
4 What's 11g thickrress? Is it -?

5 What's the -? Is i1 a\eep 7

Smat[ dimension
Is it short?
Is it nanow?

Is it [ow?

Is it thin?

Is it shallow?

Mei has done a revised drawing for the floor slab. Read the extract from her
email about the new design and complete the message using the correct form
of the words in Exercise 7b.

To:
Subiect:

Lewis Rosas

Bevised floor slab drawing

P|ease find attached a revised drawing Íor the Í|oor s|ab, now reconfigured Íor defined movement.
|n order to accommodate guided vehicIes 1 08Omm (1) wiáe (as specified by the c|ient)
WepropoSeas tanda rd (2 ) -o f1280mmfo reachsupe r f |a t |ane .A t14 .5m, the
(3 ) -o f the |onges t |aneon thene twork i sw i th i n themax imums lab run tha t canbecas t
in a single concrete pour, thus avoiding construction joints on straight runs. On curved sections, a
standard 8.5m turning radius is used, as per the guided vehicle manufacturer's recommendations.

|n order to a||ow for the eventua|ity of future grinding, we have |ocated the top |ayer oÍ reinÍorcement
1Omm deeper below the slab surface. This additional (4) - has not, however, been
added to the overall slab (5) , which remains 275mm. The reinforcing bars also remain
in I2mm diameter. As a result, the levels of wall-mounted process installations - many of which need
to be fixed at a precise (6) - above finished floor level - are unaffected.

8

Which two words in the email relate to circles?
they describe?

The manufacturing plant in Exercise 7 wil l
be built from a steel frame. The vertical
elements of the frame will be Universal
Columns (UCs). Look at the section of a UC.
ln pairs, describe the different dimensions
that define a UC profile by explaining what
the letters on the section refer to.

What aspects of a circle do

W

flanges

Unit 4 Engineering design
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- Describing design phases and procedures
9 !n pairs, discuss what is meant by a design process.ln engineering, what are

the stages in the development of designs?

10 a The following extracts from emails relate to a project to build an indoor ski
complex in Australia, using artificial snow. The messages were circulated by
an engineer to members of the design team, and to a specialist contractor.
Read the emails and, in pairs, answer the following questions. Note that the
emails are not in the correct order.
I What are all the emails about?
2 What different types of documents are mentioned?

We now have a full set of working drawings for It I attach a summary of our meeting with the
the main ski lift (attached). These incorporate I client last Tuesday. lt outlines ideas expressed
some amendments requested by the client, i OV the client's marketing team, and describes
which have now been approved. Hard ; what an experience at the ski complex should
copies have been Íoruvarded to the re|evant be like, from a visitor's point oÍ view. We'|| be
contractors' premises, for fabrication. Soing through these notes at the prolect kick-

oÍÍ meeting next Thursday, to c|arify the design
. 

.. brieÍ, so p|ease Íormulate any queries beÍore
P|ease find attached a fu|| set oÍ pre|iminary I I then.
drawings, as submitted to the client for
approva| / comments. These are Íor information
only at this stage. , "

Please note that dwg 18A is currently being
o revised, to resolve problems encountered
Attached are a few rough sketches setting during assembly of the ski lift. Bevision B will
out the overall layout of the ski complex. At be circulated next week. Until the amended
this point, these are initial ideas based on drawing is issued, please treat dwg 18A as
the client's suggestions and the approximate superseded. lf you require specific details
dimensions specified in the design brief. I look | | urgently, please contact me, and I will arrange
forward to any feedback by the end oÍ this l | Íor a suitab|e sketch to be issued'
week. I I

b Put the emails in the correct sequence.

l _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5

C Complete the following definitions using the types of drawing in the box.

design brief pretiminary drawing sketch working drawing

l A - i s a r o u g h d r a w i n g o f i n i t i a | i d e a s , a | s o u s e d w h e n p r o d u c t i o n
problems require engineers to amend design details and issue them to the
workforce immediately.

2 A - i s a w r i t t e n S u m m a r y i n t e n d e d t o s p e c i f y d e s i g n o b j e c t i v e s .
3A - i sanapp rovedd raw ingused fo rmanu fac tu r i ngo r i n s ta | |a t i on

There is often a need to revise these drawings to resolve production problems.
In this case, amended versions are issued to supercede the previous ones.

4 A - i s a d e t a i | e d d r a w i n g t h a t c o | | e a g u e s a n d c o n s u | t a n t s a r e
invited to approve if they accept them, or comment on if they wish to request
any changes.
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d Find synonyms for the following words in the definitions in Exercise I Oc.

1 accept I aQ?vo\le 5 give feedback | -
2  a m e n d  l -  6  r e P l a c e / u P d a t e l -
3  app rox ima te l -  7  s t a te l -
4  c i r c u l a t e l -  8  s o l v e l -

e In pairs, suggest what needs to be done next in each of the following
situations.

1 They've found a problem with drawing 63 on site. The detail we've specified

doesn't work.
2 I've done a preliminary design for the duct layout, but the client hasn't seen

it yet.
3 I've got a feeling the drawing they have on site isn't the latest one.
4 We've just revised drawing 14. The changes are going to affect three

different contractors.
5 This is the client's written design brief. How shall we kick off the design

work?

Ll a Leo is the ski complex proiect manager. With design Australian Ski complex - Design
work about to begin, he is meeting senior engineers Coordination Meeting Agendj
from the design teams to discuss design coordination. Tuesday 8th May
ln pairs, exp|ain the items on the meeting agenda and ConÍerence room 9.30am - í 1.00am
suggest what kinds of issue might be discussed. To: RN, LG, SB, CW, Sft

b )tl Listen to three extracts from the meeting and ltem

match each extract (l-3) to an agenda item (a-c). a Design interface (mechanical.

l _  2 _  3 _  e t e c t r i c a l )

c }l'l Listen again and make notes about the problem. 
b Design and inÍormation Í|ow procedure

discussed in the meeting. ln pairs, discuss some 
(structural' mechanical, electrical)

possible solutions to the problems. c Inter-team communication -

d }s.s Listen to Leo summarising the solutions that 
Íorma| and informa|

have been agreed in the meeting. What has been decided
regarding the following Points?

I The decision that the senior engineer in each team must make, regarding

drawings
2 The circulation procedure that wil l be used for each drawing
3 The role of the M&E coordinator in relation to the senior engineers and the

project manager
4 The arrangement that wil l make informal communication easier

e ln pairs, discuss how the design procedures discussed in the meeting will

work in the following situations.

I lssuing the first draft of a specialised hydraulic hose drawing for the ski l ift

2 Designing an electrical supply system for some water-cooling equipment
3 Revising the connection details between some ski-l ift machinery and its

concrete foundation
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f Resotving design problems
72 In pairs, discuss problems that can arise when different drawings that

make up a design are not properly coordinated.

13 d The following records are from the indoor ski complex project. They show
correspondence between the design team and construction team. Read
through the texts quickly and answer the following questions.

I What is the general subject of the correspondence?
2 What is meant by querg and instruction?
5 Some queries refer to earlier conversations. Suggest why these have been

followed up in writing.
4 What is meant by dwg and dims?

Read the correspondence in detail. Write the query numbers in Exercise
1 3a next to the descriptions (l -5). You will need to refer to some queries
more than once.

l An insta||ation that won't fit, aS components are in each other's way 8é,8
2 A response from the engineer asking for more information
3 Oueries that suggest a solution, which will require the engineer's approval

4 Requests to the engineer to instruct the contractor or make something clear.

5 Separate documents referring to details that don't correspond with each
other

coNTRAcToR,s QUERY No. 8ó7 ENGINEER'S INSTRUCTION
Following our telephone conversotion todoy, we
note thot there is o discreponcy between dwgs ZóE
ond78E, which indicote conÍ|icting dimensions for
the width of the roof opening. Pleose clorify which
dimension is correct.

We confirm the correct dimension is on dwg 7óE.
Pleose disregord the dims on dwg Z8E.

coNTRACToR,s QUERY No. 8ó8 ENGINEER'S INSTRUCTION

As discussed this morning on site, we confirm there
is o closh between the proposed coble hoy (dwg
E5ó} ond oir<onditioning duciwork (now insto||ed
os per dwg Ml I  8) in the ce i l ing void ot  Gr id Dl4.
Pleose odvise on on olternotive coble route.

Pleose work to ottoched sketch S33.

Revision of dwg E5ó to fo||ow.

coNTRAcToR's QUERY No. 8ó9 ENGINEER'S INSTRUCTION

A note on dwg 1 1A specifies block bolts ot the
bose of the ski l ift coble support. This controdicts the
specificotion, which stotes thot oll ioints to comprise
High Strength Friction Grip bolts. We propose using
HSFG fixings ot this locotion.

Pleose provide further detoi|s oÍ the HSFG bo|ts you
ore proposing.

CONTRACTOR'S QUERY No. 870 ENGINEER'S INSTRUCTION
Further to Query 8ó9, the proposed HSFG bo|ts ore
os per those specified for oll other bolted ioints on
the ski l ift supports. Our intention is to use o single
bolt spec to focil itote ossembly.

Approved.
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C Complete the following pairs of sentences using the verbs in the box.

advise ctarifo ctash propose request

I The components are in each other's way. : The components - .
2 Please ask for more information. : Please more information.
3 Can I suggest a solution to the problem? : Can | - a solution?
4 Please instruct the supplier to send the parts to this address. : Please

the suppl ier .
5 Any conflicting details must be queried. : You must - any

conflicting details.

4 a In pairs, look at the following plan and sections from a drawing on the ski
complex project, showing steelwork details on part of a ski lift. Examine
how the rectangular plate is bolted to the T profile below it. Can you
find the discrepancy between the details, and the clash preventing the
connection from being assembled?

Section B-B

Chen, a technician, is explaining the problem in Exercise 14ato Ron, an
engineer. Complete the conversation using the words in the box.

alternative as per ctarifo clash confirm contradicts djtc'€e'afiey propose

Chen: There3 o (1) áiscvePartrc/ between these detai3 that gou might be
oble to (2) - straight awag. On the plan of this plate, it
shows eight bolts. But on section A, here, there are no bolts shown in the
middle,Sotherewouldonlybes ix,whichobvious la(3)-the
plan. But as Aou can see, this plate's going to be bolted to a T profile.
So we couldn't put a row of bolts down the middle, because theA'd
(4) - with the flange running along the middle of the T. So I'd
(5) - just going for two rows of bolts. The (6)
would be to redesign the T section, which would obviouslg be a bigger
job.

Ron: Yes. Let's go for two rows of bolts, (7) - the sections.

Chen: OK fine. Will gou send an email to (8) - that?

)o.g tisten to the conversation and check your answers to Exercise l4b.
How does the explanation compare with your description of the problem?

Write an email from Ron to Chen, confirming the revision agreed in the
discussion above.

ooo
oo
ooo Section A-A
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In pairs, discuss the technical challenges of endurance car races like the
Le Mans 24 Hours sports car race.

)S.t Sanino, an engineer with a sports car racing team, is giving a talk
to some of his team's sponsors at a test session. Listen to the talk and
answer the following questions.

1 What saying emphasises the importance of reliabil ity?
2 What expression refers to things that can cause failures?
3 What expression describes damage caused by normal use?

)s.t ln the talk, Sabino names five engineering enemies. Complete the
following list. Listen again and check your answers.

I h- : high temperatures
2 p- : loads from expanding gases or l iquids
3 v - : c o n t i n u o u s h i g h - f r e q u e n c y m o v e m e n t o r s h a k i n g
4 s- : sudden impacts
5 a- : damage to surfaces caused by friction

ln pairs, suggest which engineering enemies in Exercise 2b can be the most
problematic for each of the following car parts.

7
ö
J

wrngs
cooling system
nuts and bolts

I Describing types of technical problem
1

2a

3a

I chassis 4 suspension
2 engine 5 brakes
3 gearbox and clutch 6 tyres

)s.z tisten to Sabino talking about some technical problems the team have
had at the test and mark the following statements True (T) or False (F).

I Some liquid was lost from a pipe.
2 A car lost all its coolant with the engine sti l l running.
3 A car's engine stopped on the circuit.
4 Some tyres were damaged.
5 A wheel nut fell off a car on the circuit.
6 A car's suspension was broken.

Unit 5 Breaking point :
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b Complete the following extracts from the talk using the worCs in the box.

bend blochng cnck jam snap

1 ... gou don't wdnt ongthing the airflow to the radiators.
2 ... theg had a wheel nut - , it wouldn't turn.
3 ... he didn't hit the barriers and - the suspension or

it completelg.
4 ... it didn't - the tub - the chassis.

C Complete more extracts from the talk using the correct form of a verb in
box 1 and a word in box 2.

cut leak run wear rvo'r*

1 ... a y1u1 wovbe)\ loose on a radiator pipe, which resulted in coolant
liauid -

2 ... he switched off before the sAstem had - of coolant.
3 ... the engine on one of the corners.
4 ... the openings in the side pods alwags with dirt.
5 The tAres weren't close to
6 ... the radiator problem didn't cause the engine to -

)s.z tisten again and check your answers to Exercises 3b and 3c.

Read the following comments made by race team technicians. Complete the
following sentences using the correct form of words in Exercises 3b and 3c.

I There's smoke and flames pouring out of the engine. ;1'5 blow\ qP

2 There's a pool of oil under the car. Something's
3 This cylinder head bolt won't loosen. lt 's - .
4 T h e a i r f i | t e r ' s f u | | o f d i r t . | t ' s c o m p | e t e | y - .
5 This wing support's been moving about. The bolts have - .
6 Something's stopping the oil f low The pipe might be
7 Are you sure that pushrod's straight? lt looks as if it 's
8 W e ' | | n e e d t o c h a n g e t h e s e b r a k e p a d s . T h e y ' r e n e a r | y - .
9 There's hardly any fuel left in the car. In another lap, we'l l

Read the technical facts about the ltalian motor racing circuit, Monza,
and summarise how the track is different from most others.
ln pairs, discuss the technical problems that racing cars could
have at Monza as a result of the factors described in the text.

The circuit is characterised by long slraights and chicanes. This means the cars' engines
are at Íu|| thrott|e Íor over 75% of the |ap, a higher percentage than most other circuits.
The track requires heavier-than-average braking over a given lap, as the cars repeatedly
dece|erate at the end of some of the world's íastesl straights Íor the slow chicanes.
The chicanes are lined by rugged kerbs. Riding over these hard is crucial for fast laps.
The |ong straights require sma|| wings Íor minimum drag. This means loweÍ downÍorce'
resulting in lower grip on corners and under braking, and less stability over bumps.
The main high-speed corners Lesmo l, Lesmo 2 and furabolica are all right turns.
Parts of lhe circuit are sunounded by trees, which means leaves can be blown

2
toose up out

7
blow ctog

d

e

Parabolica

?

Chicane
Rettifilio

{f}
Chicane Della Roggia

t
StarVFinish

l "  l r
Lesmo 2 . rl

a ' ,-1

onto the track.
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r Assessing and interpretíng fautts
5 á |n pairs, discuss a technical problem you've experienced with a device,

equipment or vehicle. Describe the fault, and how you tried to solve the
problem.

Read the training notes for telephone helpl ine

staff working for a manufacturer of mining
plant. ln pairs, discuss what each point means.

?'ob /em-so /ving check/is t

/ User s observattons.'
- nature oí fau/t
- circumstances of fau/t
- externa/ foctors

2 Process of e/imination
3 /dentiív the íai/ure

4 Determine action and urqency

6a )S,l fUr Rooney, an engineer at a quarry firm, is talking to Al, a helpline
consultant, about a technical problem with a diesel engine. Listen to the
conversation and answer the following questions.

I What does the warning message say?
2 What external factor is discussed as a possible cause?
3 Why is this possible cause eliminated?
4 ln what circumstances does the fault occur?
5 What does the consultant identify as the most l ikely cause?
6 What action is required, and how urgent is it?

Match the words in the box to their synonyms in the sentences (l-7).

defect defective fut fautty intermittentty major minor property systematicalty

I There's a problem. latqlt I -
2 Perhaps something in the fuel injection system is wrong. - I
3 lt's a serious problem.
4 lt's a slight problem. -
5 ls it working correctly?
6 The problem only occurs from time to time.
7 The problem doesn't occur every time. -

C Al made the following notes about three engine problems. Match the faults
(l -3) to the possible causes (a-c).

I Siartor motor aometimos vrorKs, somo'times doesn'i.
ongine is í 1ears old.

2 Dietribution bolt failed. tngine blevr. be|t replracYó
recently - almost new

7 Nsw engine. Runs fqr 2o mina, ihcn iemp. gaugo alwals
goes into red, and engine cult out (safe\ override)

40 Unit 5 Breaking point
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b O\ectrica\ conlacl problom
l-oose conncction?

c Manufacturing dcÍYcil
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d In pairs, describe the problems in Exercise 6c using the following phrases.

a fuutty part a sudden problem a systematic problem an installatión prgblem
an intermittent problem caused by wear and tear Ifs / It was ... It's / It was probably ...
Perhaps ifs / it was ... This is / was a ...

e Complete the following table using the phrases in the box from the
conversation.

I doubt ifs it can,t be it could be it might be it:mtstáe it sounds like iÍs

1 Iís certain|.y 7 it t^l'^st be
2 Iís probab|.y / -
3Itsposs ibLy /  -/  -  a probtemwith. . .
4 Ifs probabl.y not / -
5 Iís certainly not / -

f )S,l Complete the following extracts from the conversation using phrases in
Exercise 2e. Listen again and check your answers.

1 Obvioustg, it mqsf be some sort of defect in the fuel iniection sAstem.
2 So - a software problem.
3 ... magbe a defective sensor.
4 Presumablg, - angthing too serious.
5 - water, then, if the fuel went in directlg from a deliverg.
6 - a faultg fuel pre-heater.

7 a In pairs, analyse the problem described below. Underline the words in the box
that describe it.

major minor sudden systematic intermittent

The problem
The driver of a dump truck, which operates in a quarry has noticed that the
truck's diesel engine is slightly down on power. The problem has become
progressively worse over several weeks. Apart from the power loss, the
engine is performing consistently, with no misfiring and no overheating. The
degree of power loss remains constant throughout a given period of use,
from starting the engine to turning it off. No increase in fuel consumption
has been noted.

Read the notes and assess the possible
causes of the problem in Exercise 7a using ?ossible cdffies 0f the engine Problern
the words in Exercises 6d and 6e. . wdter in the fuel supply

' a lubrication Problen
' a clogged fuel filter
, a blockage in the exhduit ll;tem

o d cornPres,i\n le^K fr1m the piston

qlinders
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I DescribÍng the causes of faults
Look at the following strategies for preventing and dealing with technical
problems in aviation. ln pairs, discuss what is meant by the following
terms and how they are used by engineers and pilots.

I checklists
2 standard procedures

9 a Read the article on the right and
answer the following questions.

I How did the problem start?
2 What were the initial, unseen

consequences?
3 What were the subsequent

conseouences?

3 back-up installations
4 p lanned maintenance

Complete the sequence of
events that followed the
fuel leak on the Airbus
A330 using the
extracts (a-d).

a An alarm sounded, a red master warning lit up
and the message ENG I FAIL came up on the
screen. Seconds latet the right engine flamed out
due to insufficient fuel.

b During a routine instrument check, the crew
noticed a disproportionate amount of oil had
been used by each engine. Oil pressure and
temperature readings for each engine were also
irregular, but the levels were found to be within
acceotable oarameters.

As the aircraft was now powerless and potentially
uncontrollable, an emergency ram air turbine
was deployed automatically to generate back-up
electrical power for the fly-by-wire controls and
instruments. Howevel with the main hydraulics
shut down. the flaps and spoilers used to slow the
plane before and after landing were inoperable.
The co-pilot calculated the plane could remain
airborne for 15-20 minutes. and that l-ajes airbase
was an estimated 20 minutes away.
The crew decided to take action to correct the
anomaly, opening a cross-feed valve to transfer
fuel from the left tank to the riqht tank.

"We have a problem"
The true story of AirTnnsat Ftight 236.

tT,h. chain of events began during routine maintenance
I work on an Air Transat Airbus A330. An incorrect

hydraulic pipe was fitted to the right-hand engine. The
component was oversized, leaving inadequate clearance
with an adiacent fuel line. Subsequently, the two pipes
rubbed together, causing the fuel line to wear progressively.
The problem went undetected, until the night of August
24,2001, at 35,000 feet above the Atlantic. !(rith Flight
236 en route from Toronto to Lisbon, carrying 30ó
people, the fuel line ruptured, resulting in a major leak.
Less úan two hours later, the aircraft was completely out
of fuel, gliding silently through the night sky . . .

Ül:]B rrre flight data recorder
registered an abnormal increase
in fuel consumption. At this
stage. howeve[ this slight
anomaly was insufficient to
cause warning lights to come
on to aleft the crew to anv
imminent danger.

ilS:ll n warning message
came up. alerting the crew
to an ímba|ance beNveen the
amount of fuel in each wing
tank. Initially. the problem was
thought to be an instrument
malfunction. But further analysis
bv the crew revealed that the

amount of fuel remaining in
the right tank was significantly
below the planned quantity.

05:tl5 ,qs a precaution. the crew
decided to diveft to the nearest
airport - the Lajes military airbase
in the Ázores.

ÜE:dE rruc 2 FAIL appeareo,
and the left engine cut out.
Having completely run out of
fuel, and with both engines
now down, the Airbus A330
was gliding. descending at
2.000 feet oer minute.

116:ll -

ÜE:lE, witrr the airport in
sight, the landing gear was
lowered manually. The pilot
then performed a series of
spectacuíar z|9za9 manoeuvres
to slow the plane down as
much as possible. The aircraft
touched down on the runway
at 37 0 km/h - exceeding the
standard approach speed
by over 100 km/h. The pilot
applied emergency braking.
causing several tyres to blow
out and catch fire. But the plane
stopped safely. well before the
end of the runway.
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C Make opposites of the following words using the prefixes in the box.

ab- dis- im-

I correct
2 undersized
3 adequate
4 detected
5 normal
6 sufficient

in- (xa) ir- mat- over-

irrcowecf 7
I

un-

proportionate
regular
balance
function
operable

9
l 0
l l

d Complete the following sentences using the words in Exercise 9c. Sometimes
more than one word is possible.

l The tempera tu regaugeWas fau | t y .Tha t ' swhy i twasg i v i ng -
readings.

2 The shaft was thinner than it should have been, so its strength was

3 The power output from the motor varies. We don't understand why it's

The bolt's . lt 's too big to fit into the hole.
Themach ine ' sno twork ingas i t shou|d .The re ' s somek indo f - .
The braking force on both front wheels should be the same. There shouldn't be
a n  _ .
The fau l tWas - .Noneo f thema in tenance techn i c i anshadno t i ced
it.

8 The control panel isn't working, so you can't control the machine. lt 's totally

0 a )S.l Julia, an aircraft service technician, is phoning Alan, a colleague, about
a problem with the tyres on a plane. Listen to the conversation and mark the
statements True O) or False (F).

I The tyre pressures on the block being discussed are OK.
2 There is too little air inside some of the tyres.
3 The tyre pressures are the same across the aircraft.
4 The degree of wear across all the tyres is the same.

Complete the following sentences using words in Exercise 9c
to make true sentences about the conversation.

I
2
3

The tyre pressures on the block being discussed are -.
There is air pressure inside some of the tyres.
The tyre pressures on that block are
to the rest of the aircraft.
The wear rate is - across all the tvres.

ln pairs, discuss the possible causes of
insufficient tyre pressure in general, and
the specific problem Julia describes in
Exercise 10a, and say why each general
cause you discussed is likely or unlikely
in this case.

4
5
o



I Discussing repairs and maintenance
t ta In pairs, discuss the difference between repairs and maintenance and

declde whether the following words relate to repairs, maintenance or both.

broken ctogged defective fautty worn

!n pairs, compare car maintenance with aircraft maintenance. Which
aspects are quite similar and which are very different?

Match the content sections (l -10) of an aircraft service manual to the
descriptions (a-j).

Contents

I Opening and dismantling access panels
2 Topping up, draining and replacing

coolants and lubricants
3 Replacing filters
4 Safely isolating electrical components
5 Safely disconnecting and reconnecting

electrical components
6 Mechanical connections to be checkeÜ

tightened at each service
7 Parts susceptible to wear/damage, to be

examined at each service
8 Sensitive devices to be adiusted at each

service
9 Information on non-serviceable parts /

sealed units
l0 Table ofcomponent l i fe spans

1 adjust
2 drain

3 disconnect
4 dismantle

5 examine
6 replace
7 reconnect
8 service
9 tighten
10 top up

b

72a

nrl
LEJ

!
!
!

!

!

!

!

!
!

a Switching off the power supply
b Making sure certain parts haven't worked

loose
c Changing parts that can become clogged
d Adding and changing f lu ids
e Equipment that needs to be set up precisely

maintenanee
g Taking parts off and refitting them without

danger
h Components that can't be repaired on site
i Details of how long parts are designed to

last
j Making sure parts are sti l l in good condition

b Match the verbs (l-lO) from Exercise l2a to the definitions (a-j).

a
b
c
d

e
f

Í1
h
i
j

carry out planned maintenance
change an otd or damaged part
check carefutty
empty a tiquid
add more ftuid to fitt a tank to the recommended level
set up carefully by making sma[[ changes
take apart assembted components
appty the correct torque, for exampte to loose botts
establish a connection again
remove or isolate from a circuit or network
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l4aínt ervance ClwcL|tst

Caalp.nttawL
Caalp"wt canlítían
Caa|n,wt fi,Ltcr canlítían
BLal,owenr/da,rrr,qe
BLala aLr,gnruwt

)s.S tisten again. Do you think the technicians are working on an aircraft
or on an industrial machine?

ln pairs, discuss what maintenance needs to be carried out on the
machinery in Exercise | 3a, describing the operations step by step.

You work for IPS, a producer of industrial packaging machinery. As a
member of the global service team your role is to travel abroad dealing
with serious technical problems at your clients' plants. Read the following
email from a plant in Helsinki and summarise the problem.

13a

c

74a

)s.s n service technician is examining some machinery and talking to
a colleague. What does he say about each point on the maintenance
checklist?

1
2
3
t+
5

To
SubjeclForklift damaoe to lPSl5 Helsinki

Fo||owing our phone conversation this morning I confirm that a Íork|ift truck has hit
our lPSl5 unit. The impact has made a large hole in the main panel on the side
oÍ the machine. our technician who is trained to carry out routine adjustments
on the machine has made an external vlsual inspection. He has advised me that
the mechanisms for adjusting the precise alignment of the cutting blades have
been damaged. Liquid lubricant is also leaking out from under the machine and a
crackling sound can be heard inside the unit when it is switched on - presumably
due to ear1hing/short-circuiting resu|ting Írom e|ectrica| damage.

I conÍirm my request for intervention by your service team'

Chris McLean

75

ln pairs, describe the sequence of steps you'l l need to
take to carry out repairs when you arrive in Finland,
using the notes to help you.

Think back to some repairs or maintenance you did,
or had done for you, in the past, for example on a
car, bike or domestic appliance. In pairs, explain what
servicing or repairs were required, and the main steps
involved in carrying them out.

lPs ls HelsihLi
e i\tev\arl )totuatge
e ol/ garrfs
r elec|ricarl srapgly: our / o€€
r ltabvicai\t: i\ ,/ oqt
r extevrrarl gartrels

e atligruaert oP craftitg bla/res
e test
e \ew Pavfs
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UNIT 6
Discussing technicat
requirements
Suggesting ideas and solutions
Assessing feasibitity
Describing improvements and
redesigns

,-
9 0  - t

a
a
a

E Discussing technical reguirements

2a

What is needs analgsis? ln pairs, discuss why the following factors are
important in needs analysis, giving examples of products and installations.

budget capacity dimensions tayout looks performance
regutations timesca[e

)O.t Clauaia, an engineel is asking Kevin and Dave, the managers of a fun
park, about their requirements for a proposed space module simulator called
Mars Lander. Listen to the conversation and note the three main areas
Claudia asks about.

)tf How do Ctaudia and Kevin focus on specific subiects? Complete the
following phrases from the conversation using the words in the box. Listen
again and check your answers.

concerned regard regarding regards terms

1 ... with to the capacitA, ...
2 ... in of the number of people ...
3 ... as far as size is -
4 ... And os - the graphics ...
5 . . .  -  the schedule . . .

Write questions using the following prompts and the phrases in Exercise 2b.

I dimensions: what / overall size / module? \,ith vqgotv)' fo fhe /,ir^,rerrsiorrs,
what| is the overatll size o| |he wroáqle7

2 materials: what I bodywork I made of?
3 schedule:  when /  work sfart?
4 power: what / maxiirum output I need I be?
5 heat resistance: what sort / temperature / paint / need / withstand?
6 tolerance: what level / precision / you want us / work to?
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I

I a )O.Z Claudia goes on to ask about the physical effects the simulator needs
to produce. Listen to the conversation and make notes on the following
points.

I Possible variation in simulator movement
2 Extent of physical effects required
3 Best way to assess physical effects

)O.Z tisten again and exptain what is meant by the words and phrases
in bold.

1 ... to what extent do gou wont the experience to be phgsical?
2 The degree to which it moves can be varied ...
3 ... tfb obviouslg difficult to quantifg something like this ...
4 The onlg wag to determine what's right is to actuallg sit in a simulator ...
5 ... gou con ossess the possibilities.

Following the meeting, Claudia writes an email to update Rod, an
engineering colleague. Read the extract and choose a word or phrase from
Exercise 3b that means the same as the words in bold. Sometimes more
than one answer is possible.

To:
Subiect:

Rod Nelson

Mars Lander

In order to (] ) Í.nd out about the simu|ator's dynamic capabilities, we |ooked at the
types oÍ effect the simu|ator shou|d produce' and (2) the amount these physica|
effects shou|d be Íe|t by passengers' SpeciÍical|y' the Íol|owing issues were discussed:
- (3) How severely should the module generate vibration, to simulate engine thrust?
- How much buffeting should be simulated? That is, (4) how severely the module
generates jolting, due to supposed atmospheric turbulence.
- (5) How much will passengers be exposed to constant linear GJorce, to simulate
deceleration?
|n order to (6) work out the magnitude oÍ the above parameters, it was decided that
the prototype will be equipped with variable controls. This will enable the client to
(7) eva|uate different |eve|s oÍ severity through tria|s inside the simu|ator'

-a-t

You are consulting engineers preparlng to work with a space agency to
design an unmanned landing module. The module, which will carry scientific
equipment, is intended to detach from a space ship orbiting Mars and
land on the planet. At this stage, this is all you know about the project. In
pairs, prepare a list of the main questions you will need to ask at the needs
analysis meeting using the following ideas.
. type of scientific equipment
o size/weight of equipment
o solidity/fragil ity of equipment
o surface conditions at landing site

I ,rSSeSS

2_

3
4

4
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Suggesting ideas and solutions
) In pairs, discuss the following questions about creative thinking.

o What are the most effective ways of coming up with ideas and finding
ingenious solutions to technical problems?

o What do you think of brainstorming - generating lots of ideas randomly
in a group session, without analysis initiatty, then subiecting each idea to
analysis and criticism as a second phase?

o What do you think of evaluating ideas progressively - continually subjecting
them to analysis and criticism?

o When creative thinking is required to solve problems, what are the pros and
cons of working individually, in small groups, or in large groups?

6 a Read the newspaper articte and answer the following questions.

I How is the statue being made, and what is it being made from?
2 What is Rick Gil l iam's role?
3 What wil l the statue be placed on in its final position in front of the

museum?
4 What technical problem did they have to solve?

T

tTh" new statue outside the
I Museum of Natural History

has been a mammoth project,
literally. The soon-to-becompleted
sculpture portrays a life'sized
woolly mammoth, carved from a
sing|e block oÍ sandstone. Initially,
one aspect of the project had
engineers baífled. Rick Gilliam,
the engineer overseeing the
logistics, admitted that he and his
colleagues had fried their brains
trying to figure out how the
36-tonne monster could be
lowered onto the stone plinth that
will support it.
'We knew that we could put slings
under the base of the statue,
and pick it up with a crane,' he
explained, and that transporting
it from the stonemason's vard
on a lowJoader wouldn't be a problem.
'The problem is placing it on the flat plinth
that supports it. How do you prevent
the crane's slings from getting trapped
between the base and the plinth, so that

they can be withdrawn? We couldn't think
of an easy way to do it.' The creative
answer eventuatly came, not from the
engineers, but from the stonemasons, who
had affectionately been nicknamed the
'cavemen'.
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b Rick is talking to Gabriella, an engineering colleague, about the problem of
placing the statue. Before you listen, explain what is meant by the following
terms and try to guess what the three possible solutions are.

bar dritt friction a grab (on the end of a crane jib)
horizontal lifting eyes resin verticat

C )O.g Listen to the conversation and summarise the ideas. How do their ideas
compare with yours? Why is each suggestion rejected?

d Complete the following suggestions from the conversation using the words in
the box.

about atternatively another coutd couldn't don't not

1 Whg \ot come up with a wag of hooking onto the side of the statue?
2 Well, we drill into it, horizontallg ...?
3 We fill all the holes, couldn't we?
4 Or, - , we could mal:e sure the holes were out of sight.
5 What drilling into the top, verticallg?
6 I suppose option would be to use some sort of grab, on the end

of the crane jib.
7 Whg we ask them?

g You are engineers working on the mammoth statue project, with the following
technical requirements. ln pairs, discuss possible solutions to the problem of
placing the statue on the plinth using the phrases in the box.

Alternatively Another option would be ... Couldn't we ... We could ...
What  about . . .  ?  Why don ' t  we . . .  ?  Why not . . .  ?

l No holes, s|o|s ov gvoTves w.otybe cut ih |he s|at|qe. fl|l o€ i|s sh'€aces mhs! vematih iht,rc|.
, NT sP,rcevS l,q,rY be le€t belweeh the qtláevsiáe o* |he star|ue,s {lar| barse au/ the +lat

h||ev J[av|a16e o€ |he glirr|h. Íhe two sh'Paces mus| be le{t i\ áivec| co\t,rc| with earch
olhev.

o ÍÁe startqe u,rl^s| lrot be srabjec|eá |o shocks. Sra/áe\ ),vols, evelt oQ ar €ew u.rillimetves,
atve oht o* |he qqes+io\ giverr |he *vargility oP the sch|PtqY€/ especiatlly art its covhevs at\á
e)tgeS, which cort\be ),ov,tage), eatSily.

, A'ly accessovy eqrriguaerr| u,raty be raseá, withitt the liprits o€ tech'ricarl possibi|it7 atrrá
rearsotlrrble cost

The stonemasons suggested a solution to the statue problem. Read their idea
on page 99 and compare it with your solution. What external factors could
cause some problems with their idea? How could these be solved?
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Assessing feasibitity
8 a In pairs, dscuss what is meant by feasibilitg.

b Look at the flow chart and, in pairs, discuss how budgets and schedules

affect the technical feasibility of design, development and manufacturing

solutions.

S ize of  budget
A bigger/smaller budget often means ...

9a )s.l vit toa an engineer from a German
company that makes and installs industrial
gantry cranes, is phoning Raiesh, the
construction manager of a manufacturing
plant currently being built near New Delhi,
lndia. They are discussing the gantry crane
due to be installed at the plant. Listen to
the conversation and answer the following
questions.

I Why are holes needed in the concrete walls?
2 What are core drilled holes and what are

preformed holes?
3 ln this context, what is meant by plag?

4 What impact wil l the lack of play around the bolts have (on the

construction)?
5 Apart from technical questions, what two issues wil l determine the most

feasible way of forming the holes?

ln pairs, compare core drilling and preforming with regard to the following

feasibility issues. Which technique is most suitable for the situation in

Exercise 9a?

cost precision ümescate

)O.S Viftor and Rajesh are assessing the most suitable method of forming

the holes in the walls. Listen to the conversation and compare their

answers with yours.

)o.l tisten again and answer the following questions.

I What are the advantages of using preformed holes in terms of cost and

timescale?
2 What's the main disadvantage of core dril l ing the holes?

3 What tolerance can easily be achieved with preformed holes?

4 What tolerance is required for the holes on this project?

5 What's the risk of using preformed holes?
6 What key feasibility issue does Rajesh identify?

Technícal feasibitity
... more/less sophisticated/innovative design.
... higher/lower quality/reliabi l ity/efticiency.

ü :
f r

Length of  schedule
A longer/shorter schedule often means ...

E
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I

e Complete the following expressions from the conversation using the words in
the box and indicate the degree of feasibility each expression describes.

borderline dcad forever teg painstaking peanuts perfectl.y stretching. tatt way

@-e @l
1 it,tlbe AeaA 2g5g Ú ! tr
2 it'ttcost- tr D !
3 i t ' l lbequitea-job ! !  tr
4 it's -feasible tr ! !
5 it's achievable, but it's - it
6 there's no - Aou can do it
-l 

it's -
8 if's o -order
9 it ' l ltake -

10 it'll cost an arm and a -

! !  t r
! l  !
! !  !
! !  !
trtr !
! !  !

perfectly
feasible

feasible but
chal lenging

completety
unfeasible

o
o
@

f How feasible do you thing the following suggestions are? Label ttrem @ Q
or @ according to the key in Exercise 9e.

1 The machine parts are tricky to paint with brushes, or to spray. Why don't we
dip them in paint?

2 The steel bar is lOOmm in diameter. Couldn't it be cut by hand, using a
hacksaw?

3 Silver's a good conductor. Why don't we use it for wiring, instead of copper?
4 Instead of putting lead ballast in the helium balloon basket, why don't we use

water containers?
5 They've used the wrong type of fuel in the engine. I'd suggest stripping the

whole thing down and cleaning it by hand.
6 They produce 6,000 units per day and normally do a quality check on l0lo of

them. Couldn't they check every single product?

g ln pairs, give an appropriate response to the suggestions in Exercise 9f
using the expressions in Exercise 9e.

10 In pairs, discuss the feasibility of the following solutions to the problem of
forming accurately positioned holes through the plant walls in New Delhi.
Student A, you are Viktor; Student B, you are Rajesh. Discuss technical
issues, cost and timescale, and rank the solutions in order of feasibility.

I ls a diamond dril l really needed to go through reinforced concrete? Surely you
can dril l into concrete with an ordinarv hammer-action dril l? Wouldn't that
reduce the cost?

2 Couldn't they make the preformed holes wider than required, so there's extra
tolerance? Then, once the bolts are fixed, the space around them could be
fil led with cement.

3 Why not dril l the holes in the steel beams on site, instead of pre-dril l ing
them? Then they could be positioned to suit the location of the preformed
holes in the wall. That way, it wouldn't matter if the holes in the walls were
slightly out of position.

4 Instead of bolting through the concrete, what about adding extra steel
columns that run down the walls? The beams could then be supported on
these, and no holes would be required through the concrete.
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Describing improvements and redesigns
Look at the slide from an engineers'training course, Total Technical
lmprovemenÚ. |n pairs, suggest examples of technica| improvements to
illustrate each one. Are there other points that could be added to the list?

t2 it Look at the slide from a design meeting at a computer printer
manufacturer. ln pairs, suggest ways that the following printer factors
might be improved in some of the areas on the list.

cables/connections case ink/toner cartridges papeÍ poweÍ software

Pccolble oneoe Íor improvemonÜ

I Aesthetics
2 User interfoce
3 Reliobility
4 Gonsumobles
5 Outpur quolity ond speed
ó MoinÍenonce
7 Monufocturing
I Environmentql impocr

'LO.O 
ft4".t", a manager at the printer manufacturer, is briefing the design

team on key requirements for the redesign of a printer. Listen to the start of
the meeting. Which two areas on the slide in Exercise l2a are discussed?

)O.O tisten again and answer the following questions.

I Should the layout and components of the new printer differ much from the
existing design? Why (not)?

2 How many times has the existing model been improved in the past?
3 What consideration is behind the decision on how different the new software

should be?
4 To what extent should the new software system differ from the existing one?

Look at the following verbs from the discussion and find three examples
where re- means again. Match the other three verbs to the definitions in
the box.

improve overall improve the details stay (the same)

I redesign
2 reinvent

áesiqrr arqarirr 3 refine 5 rethink
4 revamp 6 remain
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)O.O Complete the following expressions from the discussion using the
words in the box. Listen and check your answers.

Achil.tes back dnwing board ground heel improvement
leap quantum rcinvant room scntch up whct

1 veirrve\f the wheel
2 designing the whole thing from the

4 the
5 to the
6 make a
1 designing the sgstem from

Match the expressions (l -5) in Exercise l2e to the definitions (a-0.

a waste time re-creating something that has already been created I
b the biggest weakness
c start again because the first plan failed
d make huge progress -
e design from the beginning I -
f potential for doing a better job -

Rewrite the following sentences using the correct form of the expressions
in Exercise l2e.

1 Unfortunately, we had to scrap the concept and start again.
We hará |o qo barclr |o |he ztvarwir,rq boav)..

2 This problem is the product's most serious shortcoming.

3 There's no point redesigning what already works perfectly well.

for

4 lt 's a totally new design - we started from the very beginning.

5 The new design is so much better - it 's a transformation

6 I think there's definitely a possibil ity to do better in this area.
I

.3a !n pairs, discuss how computer pointing devices have improved since the
first mouse was invented. Use the language from this section and the
words in the box.

batt buttons first mechanical mouse optical mouse optical sensors
refined mechanical mouse sensitive surfuce touchpad wheel wiretess

You have been asked by a computer hardware manufacturer to think of
some functional improvements and technical solutions for pointing devices.
ln pairs, discuss your ideas.

Present your ideas in Exercise I 3b to another pair.íQrEffi
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UNIT 7
Describing heatth and safety
precautions
Emphasising the importance of
precautions
Discussing regulations and
standards
Working with written
instructions and notices

tl

n Describing health and safety

2a ln pairs, discuss what is meant
by the items on the Health and
Safety meeting agenda.

)l,t Rosana, the assistant
manager at a Dorian Food
Processing plant, is chairing
the weekly Health and Safety
meeting. Listen to four extracts
from the meeting and match
each extract (a-d) to an
agenda item (l -7).

a _  c _

precautions
Some engineering or industrial activities are especially dangerous. ln pairs,
think of more examples to add to the following list.

o Manufactur ing processes us ing dangerous chemica ls
e Cast ing and weld ing involv ing h igh temperatures

Dorian Food Processing
Health & Safety Meeting Agenda

Wednesday ló April, Conference Room, 2.00pm - 4.0C

To: RM, MA, DB, SM, BP, LJ
Chair: Rosana Martinez

I Hazardous substances & Personal Protective Equipment
2 Harmful gases/fumes 6 asphyxiation hazards
3 F i re/Explos ionhazards
4 Machinery: guards and safety devices
5 Access ways, guardrails and emergency exits
ó ElectricaIinstallations
7 Noise hazards

b

)l.t Listen again and match the words from the meeting (l -8) to the
definitions (a-h).

1 confined spaces
2 C0, detector
3 exposure
4 irritant
5 toxic

6 corrosive
7 flammable
8 naked flames/sparks

a burns the skin
b contact (with a danger)

c sources of ignition

d small areas without ventitation

e measures carbon dioxide
f poisonous
g causes skin to react
h catches fire easily

L
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3a

Which four types of PPE shown in the photos are mentioned at the
meeting?

In pairs, discuss the hazards in the following situations and the precautions
that should be taken.
I Working inside a container with limited air circulation
2 Cleaning metal using acid that can burn the skin and which gives off fumes
3 Using a grinder to cut through a steel plate
4 Applying paint that can cause painful rashes on the hands

Stephanie, Dorian's senior safety officer, is attending a meeting on
standard procedure for some engineering work that will be carried out at
several of Dorian's plants around the world. Before the meeting she made
notes. Read her notes and answer the following questions.
I What is meant by hazard

analgsis?
2 What is another way to say safe

sAstem of work?
3 What type of work is going to be

carried out, and where?
4 What is meant by access to

silos?
5 What are the specific hazards

relating to confined spaces in
this situation?

Hazard anafusts & safe sptenof t^rorL.
}peratÍsn: t4aínten'a,we, ta graín síhs
ínva|,víltg weaíng (ufth ary- ar,etgb'w)
kcat isnl Interínn a( enptg síks (apprar
3n dínrwter r,|5n daep), at battans
f[aín sa|etg íssws: ilcuss ta sihsfor r.,orters
& quípwnt' Can!íwd, sp oa hnzards

. 'G-,

Ub
b )l: Stephanie is discussing some of the hazards with Ben, one of Dorian's

engineering managers. Listen to the conversation and note the hazards
that they mention.
I Access hazards:
2 Confined space hazards:

C )lf Listen again and answer the following questions.

I What safety precautions are discussed?
2 Which precaution might make one of the hazards worse, and how?

In pairs, discuss suitable health and safety precautions and PPE for
the following operations on an existing steel petrol storage tank at a
processing plant. Student A, you are a safety officer; Student B, you are an
engineering manager. Use the phrases in the box. Swap roles and practise
again.

An opening needs to be cut through the wall.
A new steel outlet pipe must then be welded onto the opening.
The existing paint must then be removed from the external surface of the
tank, by shot-blasting.
The tank must then be repainted.

The main danger/hazard is .
Another danger/hazard is ...
There's a risk of... -ing

They'tL have to take care that ...
They'l.t have to be (very) caretul ...
To be safe, they'tl. need to ...

a
o
a
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Emphasising the importance of precautions
a Dorian Food Processing is currently standardising safety procedures at

its plants around the world. Read the following extract from the contents
page of the company's new safety documentation and answer the following
questions.

I What is meant by LV and HV electrical maintenance operations?
2 What kinds of electrical maintenance might be carried out in a factory?

LV &HV ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE OPEMTIONS

Part I Identifying and designating Restricted Areas
(switchboards, transÍormer stations, areas with
exposed conductors)

Part 2 Authorising maintenance
- The role of the Electrical Supervisor
- Procedures for issuing Permits to Work

Part 3 Isolating and energising circuits
- Lock-Out Procedure
- Temporary Warning Notices on switchboards

)l.l tisten to Stephanie explaining the safety procedures to Lin, the plant
manager in Beijing. What is meant by the following phrases?

I restricted areas
2 a permit to work
3 the electrical supervisor
4 the lock-out procedure

)l.l Complete the following extracts from the conversation by underlining
the phrases that give the strongest emphasis. Listen to the conversation
again and check your answers.
1 Restricted areas are places where a serious danger is present. So it's

essential that these should be kept locked at oll times / all the time.
2 Under no circumstances should angone / Nobodg should under ang

circumstances be able to access them ...
3 ... it's important that permits are issued each time / everg single time

someone enters ...
4 And it's crucial thot there's just one / just a single keg to eoch restricted

area.
5 Then, while theg're working, it's vital / itts advisable that theg keep the keg

on them ...

Which of the following phrases give more emphasis than rt3 important, and
which give less?
I it's crucial
2 it's essential

3 it's preferable

4 it's vital

I
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I

Rewrite the following precautions using the phrases in the box to add emphasis.

atatFtirrrcs every singte iís crucial iís essential iís ütat
under no circumstances

I The fire exit should always be kept clear.
Íhe s'e exi| shorrla\ be kept clearr at| arll trt.les.

2 lt's important to test that the circuit is isolated.

3 You should reset the alarm routinely when you start the system.

4 lt 's a good idea to check that the cable is not damaged.

It's recommended that you should only store non-flammable materials in
this zone.

6 Nobody should enter the restricted area without permission.

7 Before pressurising the system, make sure all the connections are tight.

In pairs, discuss the following basic precautions for working on electrical circuits.

Before starting: During work: To finish:
o lsolate circuit at switchboard o Tighten connections fully o Check no loose wires
o Test circuit - no current o Don't damage insulation o Test circuit

6 d Read the following extract from an electricity company newsletter. What
procedure does the article describe?

A helicopter hovers between the towering pylons of an extra-high-voltage power
line. In a cradle, suspended several metres below the aircraft, stand two line
men, shrouded in hooded, stainless-steel threaded hot suits. Just a few feet away
is a l ive electric cable, fizzing with 400,000 volts. One of the men, holding a
short metal wand, reaches out towards the cable. Pockersized lightning bolts
arc through the air. Theret no discernible electric shock, ,iust a slight tingling
sensation. A lead is then clipped to the live cable to maintain an electrical
connection with the cradle and helicopter. The line men are now on, and
maintenance work on the live power l ine can begin.

In pairs, discuss the main precautions you think should be taken during
live line maintenance work by helicopter with regard to the following hazards.

I Coll isions and snagging (getting caught/trapped)
2 Hazards from electrocution and heat
3 Mechanical failure (helicopter and equipment)

)l.l frisaof, an electrical engineer, is describing live line maintenance by
helicopter for a TV documentary. What precautions does he describe for
each of the three types of hazard in Exercise 6c?

ln pairs, think of an operation you are familiar with that requires safety
precautions. Student A, you are a safety officer; explain the precautions to
a new employee. Student B, you are a new employee. Swap roles and
practise again.
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Discussing regulations and standards
ln pairs, discuss what is meant by regulations and standards, Íor
example safetg regulations and design standards. Give some examples of
organisations and departments in your country and lnternational bodies
that produce these kinds of rules.

Offshore oil platforms are covered by extensive safety regulations and
design standards. ln pairs, discuss the main hazards that oil platform
workers face and suggest some safety precautions that need to be taken.

)7.5 lsobel, a Health and Safety specialist, is speaking to newly recruited
oil platform technicians on a training course. Listen to the introduction to
her talk and answer the following questlons.

I What kinds of regulation will the course deal with?
2 What examples does the trainer give?
3 What important point is emphasised?

Complete the following extract from lsobel's talk by underlining the correct
words.

The focus of the course will be on Aour personal (1) legislation / obligations in
terms of looking after Aour own safetg, and the safetg of others. That meons
we'll be focusing on specific safetg regulations. For instance, we'll be looking at
personal protective equipment that's (2) compulsorg / prohibited. Or activities
that are (3) compulsorg / prohibited in certain oreos, such as smoking. The
majoritg of the obligations we'll deal with are legal (4) requirements / permits.
In other words, theg're (5) permitted / stipulated bg law as part of health and
safetg (6) legislation / obligation. lf gou (7) contravene / complg with these
kinds of regulations, it's not the same as turning up for work late, or merelg
breaching Aour contract of emplogment in some wag. If someone fails to
(8) contravene / complg with health and safetg regs, theg're breaking the law.
It's as simple as thot. Ih sure Aou're all aware of that, but it is an important
point to emphasise.

Complete the following groups of synonyms using the words in bold in
Exercise 9c.
l i||ega| / banned / forbidden 7 pvohbi|eá
2 allowed / authorised I -
3 adhere to / conform to / -
4 stated I -
5 break (the law) / breach (regulations) I - (regulations)
6 laws / regulations I -/ legal -/ personal
7 obligatory I -

Ittr

I
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) a Read the extract from a guide to safety in the offshore oil industry.
Complete the text using the words you wrote in Exercise 9d.

The helicopter fl ights that ferry personnel to and from the platform are subject to
specific safety (r) legislartiorr . The procedures and standards that are
(z) - by this regulations relate, principally, to the following areas:

o Helicopter sea crash evacuation training. Courses are G) - for all
personnel

o Design and safe operation of oil platform helidecks

o Spec ia l ised p i lot  t ra iníng.

For North Sea o i l  p lat forms that fa l lwi th in UK (+) - ,  operat ions must

G) - the legal (6) - of British Health and Safety
regulations, and Civil Aviation Authority rules. They must also satisfy the
additional specific () - laid down by the U K Health and Safety
Executive and the Offshore Industry Advisory Committee, Helicopter Liaison
Group (OIAC-HLG).

b Read the following notes on the design requirements for helidecks on
oil platforms. ln pairs, discuss the possible reasons for these design
standards.

' 
T;:H s }:yí."*ffi ;;::l.r:* 

oP larvges| helicogter

7 f,q7voach/tal.eolP vohtes: ar{iarcerrt stvqclqves below level oP
he|iáecL - ho t,ill stvhctqves

j Pevir,retev gvofec-Fiorr (fo pveve\f peysohhel fvoua *arllirrg): harta\raril
|hart car't be loweveá ov hovieorrtarl rtel - \o $xeA hartávai|s

4 Eqrei7u.rerrt |o co7e with bará wearthe' / poov y!foi|i1': geviuaetev
larrráirrg lights arrrá arrrchor goirrts

I Imagine you are training new engineers in your workplace (or a workplace
you know). ln pairs, explain the main requirements of some regulations or
standards that are relevant to your industry using the following points.

. key legal requirements
o the kinds of operation that must comply with regulations
o practices/procedures that are permitted
o practices/procedures that are prohibited

.)
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I Working with wrÍtten instructions and notices

13a

Think of situations where written notices and instructions are used in
industry. In pairs, discuss the following questions.

1 What different kinds of information do they communicate?
2 What are the characteristics of effective notices and instructions?

The following warning notices are from a guil lotine for sheet metal and a
precision weighing device in a manufacturing plant. ln pairs, discuss whether
each notice warns of a problem that could injure workers, damage the
machine. or both.

DANGER
El€ctüut|on dskt
ln ercnt of firc usa

co2 Üt|ngubhaB onlt|.
Do not u$ watal

a

IMPORTANT
Na ar*r-*rti*"b|"

parts inside.
opening pan€|

invaIidates guaÍantee.

b

CAUTION
guillotine

blade before
cleaning

c

Moistu re-se n s itive
device. Store in a

dry place.

o

What is the purpose of the items marked
in red on the machine?
What could happen i f  the machine was
lifted by other parts of the frame?

Why is  i t  important to lock the gui l lot ine
blade?
What other danger is there, and what
orecaut ion should be taken as a resul t?

/5\
WARNING

Taka orc whcn
|lftlng mach|n€.

Hmk crane to rcd
llÍt|ng GyCr on|y.

e

b Look at the first word in each sign and answer the following questions.

1 Which word is only
2 Which word is  onlv

used to warn of a risk of injury to people?
used to warn of a risk of damage to equipment?

t4 d The following extracts are from the instruction manuals of three of the
machines in Exercise | 3a. In pairs, answer the questions (l -6).

In the event of a fire water extinguishers
should not be used on this machine as it
contains electrical circuits, and can therefore
cause electrocution. Only a carbon dioxide
extinguisher should be used.

Why is it unsafe to put water on the machine?
What type of fire extinguisher is recommended?

Care should be taken when cleaning below
the guillotine blade as there is a danger that
the blade may descend. Before cleaning, the
control lever should always be set in the Blade
Locked position. Protective gloves should be
worn dur ing c leaning as the sump below the
blade may contain sharp metal off-cuts.

b 
I When lifting this machine, it is essential

I that only the two lifting eyes marked in
' red should be used. No other parts of

the frame are load-bearing and must not,
therefore, be used as anchor points.

I
2
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b )l.O Petrus, an engineer from a machine manufacturer, is giving
instructions about the machines in Exercise l4a to a client. As you listen,
follow the written texts (a-c) and identify as many differences as you can
between the spoken instructions and the written instructions. Use the
following ideas.
1 grammaticaldifferences
2 use of contractions
3 differences in words used

a Read the following spoken explanations of the operating precautions for an
industrial blower. Rephrase them as written instructions, making changes
based on the differences between spoken and written language style you
identified in Exercise l4b.

You shouldn't p|ace objects in Íront oÍ the air in|et. And you shou|d keep the in|et gri||e free
Írom obstructions, and c|ean it regu|ar|y. |Í there's damage to the in|et gri||e, stop the b|ower
immediately. Foreign bodies entering the duct can cause serious harm, because the unit
contains precision-engineered parts revolving at speed, so it's highly susceptible to damage.

obiecfs shorela\ hot be plotce), irr Qvorrt o* the ariv irrlet

BeÍore you start the b|ower' it's important to ensure that the e}terna| Vents at the end oÍ
the air-intake duct are open. When you open the vents, Íu||y extend the adjusting hand|e.
Then when you close them, turn the handle and allow it to return under the force of the
spring. Don't push the handle, because that can strain the spring mechanism, and result
in damage.

Ee€ove starvtihq |he b|oweÍ, ,..

Think of some safety or operating precautions you are familiar with for a
machine or process you know. Write one or two paragraphs of instructions,
explaining the main precautions that should be taken.

!n pairs, explain the safety or operating precautions for the machlne or
process using your instructions as a guide.
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lI Describing automated systems

2a

ln pairs, discuss the difference between an automated and a manual system.
What do you think a Building Management System (BMS) does in intelligent
buildings? Suggest some operations that can be monitored and controlled
automatically by the BMS in large buildings such as offices.

)s.t Roland, a mechanical and electrical services (MeE) engineer, is talking
to Saskia, an architect, about the design of a new building. Listen to the
conversation and answer the following questions.

I What is a key characteristic of the client company?
2 How will this characteristic affect the building design?
3 What do you think is meant by presence detectors?
4 What does Roland say about design options and how does he describe option

one?

)sz Rolana gives some examples of sensors and controls.
part of the conversation and tick the points he mentions.

I controlling the electric lighting inside the building
2 controll ing the amount of solar radiation entering the building
3 controll ing the air flowing in and out through the windows of the building
4 controll ing the flow of warm and cool air around the interior of the building

Match the words in the box to the synonyms (l -5).

detect dettctor pick up reading regutate set off trigger

Listen to the next

!
!
!
!

I
2
3
4
5

sensor / áetec|ov
measurement I -
control (adjust) I -
sense / - I
activate | - |
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Complete the following extracts from the conversation by underlining the
correct words.
1 Not just the usual sAstems that activate/detect the lights ...
2 We could use presence detectors to pick up/control other sgstems ...
3 ... a presence detector sets off/senses thot evergone's left a meeting room -..
4 ... a temperature sensor picks up a positive detector/reading ...
5 ... the sensor detects/regulates sunlight, and senses/trigges the blinds ...
6 ... those sensors set off/sense a circulation sAstem ...-l ... we'd use presence detectors and heat sensors to deted/regulate as mang

sAstems as possible?

In pairs, describe the following automated systems using the words in
Exercise 2d.

sensor parameter
I presence detector movement
2 smoke detector smoke
3 thermostat room temperature
4 pressure plate weight of a person

)g.l RolanA and Saskia go on to discuss an alternative control system in the
building. Listen to the conversation and answer the following questions.

I What assumption is the idea based on?
2 What design approach might be taken with regard to controls?
3 What is the advantage of this approach?

You are in the MörE design team for the new bui|ding project and have
received the following email from the project engineer asking for your input.
Read the email and, in pairs, discuss what the engineer wants you to do.

To:
Subject:

Lauren Harvey

Presence detectors

Could you look into the practicalities of using presence detectors for controlling the
|ights in different pafts of the building? We'|l probab|y have a mixture oÍ detector-
controlled systems and manual switches. The question is, which Wpe of control do
we want to have in each location? (Please see my list below.) A critical issue will be
setting the switch-off delay in different locations, i.e. how long the lights remain on
after the last movement is detected. On my last prolect, we had a lot of complaints
from the c|ient about the |ights going ofÍ whi|e peop|e were sti|| in rooms. So can
you think about different timer delays for different locations in the building?

Main locations: open-plan offices, individual offices, meeting rooms, corridors,
store rooms

system
lights
fire alarm
electric convector heater
intruder alarm

l a

a

I
T , ,

Prepare notes for a short talk to brief the proiect engineer using your ideas
from Exercise 3b. Student A, you are an MörE engineer. Brief the project
engineer on your ideas. Student B, you are the project engineer. Listen to
the briefing and ask questions about specific details. Swap roles and practise
again.
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Referring to measurabte parameters
ln pairs, think of monitoring and control systems that are widely used around
the home. Discuss how the following parameters are measured and/or
controlled in these common domestic appliances.

Parameters: temperature pressure time actions/movement
Appliances: boilers heating systems refrigerators washing machines

Match the sensor or measuring system (l -5) to the industrial applications
(a-e).

5a

b

6a

1 pressure measurement
2 temperature measurement
3 flow measurement
4 level measurement
5 process recorders

a monitoring the speed of water trave[ting atong a suppty pipe

b measuring the [eve[ of heat generated by an exothermic reaction

c monitoring the number of cans moving along a conveyor belt

d monitoring the amount of ethanol contained in a storage tank

e checking the force exerted by steam inside a vessel

In pairs, think of other uses for the kinds of sensor and measuring equipment
in Exercise 5a.

)s.l Jochem and Katerina, two process engineers at a chemicals plant, are
discussing the monitoring and control systems that wil l be needed for a new
production line. Listen to three extracts from their discussion and answer the
following questions.

Extract I a What problem is discussed?
b What mechanical safety precaution is proposed?

Extract 2 c What issue is discussed?
d What three parameters related to consumption are important?
e To calculate the parameters, what does consumption need to be

cont inuous ly measured against?
Extract 3 f What issue is discussed?

g Which two measurements need to be taken?
h What opt imum value needs to be determined?

b Match the words ( I - I O) from the discussion to the definitions (a-j).

1 input
2 output
3 optimum
4 differentiat
5 consumption

6 cumulative
7 rate
8 cycle
9 frequency
10 timesca[e

a the best / the most effective/efficient

b how often something happens

c the amount of supplies,ffuel used

d the total quantity so fur

e a specified period

f a value often expressed with per, for example units per hour
g the exit value, for example at the end of a process

h the entry vatue, for exampte at the start of a process

i the gap between two values
j att the steps in a process, from start to finish

I
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7a

The following specification was written following the conversation. Complete
the text using the words in Exercise 5b.

Vessel Bl: Sensor and Measuring System Requirements

Two pressure sensors: one located inside the vessel, and a second situated

on the pipe running downstream, to enable any pressure (l) ái$Pevet|iarl

to be detected.

A flow meter to monitor gas (2) . Data will be recorded as a
(3) - figure (total usage), and as flow (4) - , in

litres per second. Note: Software will be configured to log flow against the
(5)-ofasystemclock, inordertopinpointpeakf lowper iods

occurring between the start and finish ofa given reaction (6) -,

and to assess the (7) with which they occur.

Two temperature sensors: one at the entry point of the vessel, to measure
(8)-temperature,andasecondattheout letpointtomonitor
(9)-temperature.Note;Preciseregulationoftheentry

temperature will be key to obtaining (10) reaction

performance.

You and your partner are process engineers working with Jochem and
Katerina at the chemical plant. You need to assess the sensors and
measuring equipment required for the steam production facility. ln pairs,

discuss the requirements using the information in the diagram. Make notes
of your ideas.

Steam out
(litres/sec)
oC bar

Water
Lev. oC

Water in
(litres/sec)
oc

Gas burner
o r

Propane in
(litres/sec)

b In pairs, discuss what parameters can be determined for the installation of a
heating cycle using your ideas from Exercise 7a. You should assume that all
the measurements will be recorded against a timescale.

V

V
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Discussing readings and trends
tl ln pairs, discuss the factors that cause mains electricity consumption to

ll

lt
l l

1 continuous 
- 

a maximum power requirement at a given time
2 fl.uctuations \ b amount between an upper and lower limit
3 peaks and troughs \ . without interruption

o lÍ| IJd|Ís' ulscuss fne tacf,ors tnat cause ma|ns elecfr|c|ty consumpr|on to vary.

b )g.S Helen, an electrical engineer at a power station, is giving a talk to a
group of visiting investors. Listen to the talk and note the five factors that
influence electricity consumption.

I
z

3_  5
4

C Complete the following extracts from the talk using the correct form of the
words in the box.

decrease fatl increase rise

1 During periods of verg cold or verg hot weother, demand irtcvearses

The- indemandisobvious luduetomi l I ionsofe lectr icradiators
coming on ...

2 ... a keg factor which - or - demand, is whether or
not it 's l ight or dark ...

3 ... on cold, dark, winter evenings, the in demand is significant ...
4 Cenerollg, demand during the week, when factories and offices

are operational ...
5 So demand -at the weekend.
6 There can be a sudden when people rush to switch kettles on,

or heat up snocks in microwaves, and then a sudden shortlg
afterwards.

)S.O Listen to the next part of Helen's talk and answer the following
questions.

1 Why does the company often have significant spare generating capacity?
2 What ideal situation does Helen describe?
3 Why is this ideal situation difficult to achieve?

Match the words ( | -8) from the talk to the definitions (a-h).

4 peak demand d high points and low points on a graph curve
5 range e regular and repetitive

6 band of fl.uctuation f momentary rises fottowed by a futt
7 bLips g changes, movements in general

8 continual h zone of up-and-down movement

Look at the graph showing electricity demand
fluctuations over a week in the UK. Find parts or
patterns on the graph described by the words in
Exercise 8e and analyse the fluctuations. How do
they compare with Helen's explanation?

:
=

o

Day ofthe week {November)
Dai ly peak demand 8pm
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9 it Read the document on energy saving aimed at industrial plant and facility
managers. Complete the text using the words in Exercise 8e.

10a

b

Dynomic demond control systems con be f i t ted to electr icol oppl ionces thot operote
on du ly  cyc les ,  i  e .  opp l ionces  thot  s tor t  up ,  run fo r  o  t ime,  shut  down ogo in ,  ond then
remoin on stondby for o whi le before repeoting the some cycle. Heoting ond refr igerot ion
untts ore common exomples of power-hungry equipment ihqt operote on this stort-run-stop-
wo i t  bos i s .
Dynomic systems exploit the foct thot duty cycle oppl ionces do not require
( l  ) cot i f ihqohs power. The purpose of the systems is to help smooth power demond for
the benefit  of electr ic ut i l i t ies. To ochieve this, they deloy the stort-up of the oppl ionces
t h e y con t r o l d u r i n gpe r i o d s o f ( 2 ) - ' Howeve r , o n | ym i no r od i u s tmen t s o r e
mode to t iming os, generol ly, the oppl ionces concerned con only be held on siondby for
short periods os ihey need to run on o (3) - bosis. But this st i l l  benef its electr ic
u t i | i t i e s o s i t h e | p s t o o vo i d p r ob l emo t i c ,momen t o r y ( 4 ) - on t h edemond
curve .
Dynomic controls work by detect ing sl ight (5) in the frequency of ihe moins
AC supp | y . A | t h ough t h i s v o r i e s on | yw i t h i n oVe r yno r r ow ( ó ) - , smo | | d r op s
in frequency indícote thot power stot ion turbines ore working cIose to fu|| copocity. The
dynomic control sysiem con therefore hold the oppl ionce on stondby for o short t ime untir
mo ins  f requency  inc reoses  ogo in .

Read the text again and answer the following questions.

I What is meant by dutg cgcle?
2 What problem is dynamic control designed to avoid?
3 What sensor input do dynamic controls rely on to allow them to function?
4 What does the sensor input in (3) indicate with regard to power stations?
5 To what extent do dynamic systems modify duty cycles?

Read the extract from the talk and, in pairs, discuss the foilowing
questions.

... electrical charge is extremelg difficult to store in large amounts, Aou con't
just charge up huge batteries. So we use an innovative technique to store up
power potential during off-peak periods.

I Why do you think this is such a major issue for power stations?
2 Can you suggest what innovative technique is used to solve the problem?

)g,l Helen goes on to describe the solution to the problem. Listen to the
talk and make notes on pumped storage.

Prepare a short talk on the operation of a pumped storage hydroelectric
power station for visitors to the power generation company. Use your
notes from Exercise lOb and the words in the box. Student A, you are an
electrical engineer; Student B, you are a visitor on a tour of the plant. ln
pairs, give your talk and ask and answer questions. Swap roles and practise
again.

graüty high level. low [eve[ mountain pumps reservoir turbines
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Giving approximate fi gures
17 a Read the email extract and answer the following questions.

I  Who do you th ink sent the emai l?  What is  the i r  ro le with in the company?
2 What type of review is the company going to undertake?
3 What is the obiective of the review?

To: Gerry Klein
Subject: Internal review

Dear colleagues,

As you know, we are preparing to undertake a comprehensive interna| review oÍ the company'S
organisatlon and facilities. A key area of this review will be to assess how efficiently your engineering
expertise is being uti|ised. I wou|d emphasise that the aim oÍ this assessment is not to question your
professional competence. On the contrary, I and the company's new shareholders recognise the high
degree oÍ technica| expertise within the organisation. our intention is to work towards optimising this
valuable resource by identifying the demands on your time that are largely unproductive (such as
administrative tasks) in order to allow your skills to be used more productively.

I b The following extract is from a questionnaire used in the review which was
I sent to staff in the company's design department. Read the questionnaire

and match each question (l-3) to points (a-c).

Approximately what percentage oÍ your time do you spend on the types of task
be|ow? For each question, the sum of va|ues given for A + B should equal íoo%.

1 A Doing technica l  tasks that use my engineer ing sk i l l s  extens ive ly 'y"

B Doing moderate ly technica l tasks that a less qual i f ied co l league could do -%

2 A Doing [echnica l  tasks that add va lue [e.9.  des ignrng, problem-solv ing] -  %
B Doing tasks that do not add va lue [e.9.  administrat ion) -"/"

3 A Doing tasks that are pure ly technica l  -%
B Doinq tasks that re late to technica l  orqanizat ion and dec is ion-makinq -%

a The extent of technical role versus management role
b The degree of commercial exploitation of technical skil ls
c The degree of application of expertise and experience

C )g,S Eleanor and Gerry two design engineers, are talking about the
questionnaire. Listen and write approximate values, to the nearest l0o/o, for
Gerry's answers to the questions.

d Complete the following sentences using the words or phrases in the box.
Sometimes more than one answer is possible.

tattparFq$í€ offthe top of my head nowhere near pretty much
roughty somewhere in the region of

I They asked for a baillparvk 'qrt^"' for setting up the new system'
2 I've got the figures in my computer, but I couldn't tell you
3 The work is finished, there's just the tidying up to do.
4 The actual cost of the stadium was - the estimate at E2m over budget.
5 | think it ' l l take two weeks to complete the report.
6 The development wi l l  cost  $ 10m.
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1,2 a

In pairs, ask and answer the questions from the questionnaire in Exercise I I b
using the phrases in Exercise I I d. Note down your partner's answers.
I  A - o / o  B - o / o

2  A - o / o  B - o / o

3  A - o / o  B - o / o

)a.g Rs part of the company's internat review, an assessment is being made
of the hardware and software that make up the firm's Computer Aided Design
(CAD) system. Dan, a design engineer, is talking to Beatrice, his manager,
about the state of the system. Listen and mark the following statements Tiue
CI) or False (F).

I Most of the screens are too small.
2 Engineers spend a lot of time working on screen.
3 Large numbers of drawings are printed at their office.

Find words and phrases in audioscript 8.9 on page 93 to match the following
definitions (l -5).

I
2
3
4
5

approximately /
much more than /
at least / (two thirds)
most /
almost zero /

13

Complete the following replies to express the figures in approximate terms
using the words in Exercises | 1d and l2b. Sometimes more than one answer
is possible.

l How o|d is this equipment? A goü, five years o|d. (at |east 5 years)
2 What percentage of the PCs need changing? - all of them. (95o/o)
3 How many of the computers are up to spec? all of them. (1Oo/o)
4 How many of the staff use the CAD system? half of them. (55o/o)
5 H o w m u c h w o u | d t h e n e w p r i n t e r s c o s t ? - $ 2 ' 0 0 0 . ( $ 3 ' l 2 0 )
6 H o w m u c h d o e s a n a d a p t e r | i k e t h i s c o s t ? - ( $ z ;
7 How long would a full system take to install? 5 days. (4-6 days)
8 Can most of our clients read these fi les? Yes, of them. (95o/o)

You are setting up a small company of consulting engineers employing seven
members of staff - five engineers and two assistants. You need to rent
an office, equip it with a computer network with CAD system and admin
software, and buy other basic office equipment. !n pairs, discuss some
ballpark figures relating to the following questions.

o What computer equipment wil l be required and how much will it cost to buy?
o What other items of furniture/equipment wil l be needed, and how much will

this cost?
. How much floor space will be required in the open-plan office?
. How long will it take to set up the office - install the furniture and equipment?
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- Explaining tests and experiments
In pairs, discuss the following tests and experiments and their main
advantages and disadvantages.

I computer models and simulations 2 reduced-scale testing 3 full-scale testing

2 a ln pairs, suggest how the following development tools could be used for
aerodynamic testing.
o Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
o a wind tunnel equipped with a rolling road

o field testing

)S.t Rn international team of researchers are collaborating on the design
of an experimental energy-efficient vehicle. They are discussing the tools
available for developing the vehicle's aerodynamic design. Listen to the
conversation and answer the following questions.

I What options are available for wind tunnel testing in terms of scale?
2 Why are rolling roads useful in wind tunnels when testing vehicles?
3 What issue will determine whether or not a rolling road is necessary?
4 What point is made about the reliability of CFD and wind tunnel data?
5 What problem is mentioned with regard to outdoor testing?

)g.t tisten again and complete the following extracts from the conversation
using the words and phrases in the box.

The acid test back-to-back testing in the fietd mock-up
triat run tried-and-tested validate vfttnt

1 ... the tests would obviouslg De virtt^al , based on a computer model.
2 ... go into a wind tunnel, with a scale model, or a full-size
3 ... tf's not just about data gothering. You also have to the data.
4 The onlg comes when gou trA out a full-scale prototApe in real

conditions. We need to make sure that evergthing is - outside, with
a full-scale

5 ... with changeable weather, it's not easA to do - out
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I

Match the words and phrases in Exercise 2c to the definitions (a-h).

a a 3D model simulating shape and size, but without internal components
uaoclc-tep

proven to be reliable through real use / trials
outdoors. in a real situation
describes something simulated by software, not physical
a crucial trial to prove whether or not something works -
trials to compare two different solutions, in the same conditions
provetheoret ica|conceptsbytest ingtheminrea|ity-
a practical test of something new or unknown to discover its effectiveness

b
c
d
e
f
g
h

Complete the aerodynamic design development plan of the energy-efficient
vehicle using stages (a-e).

a Test model in wind tunnel to validate data from scale tests
b Carry out back-to-back tests in wind tunnel with mock-ups
c Build full-size working prototype
d Select best design, based on data from wind tunnel tests
e Narrow down design options to three, based on computer data

Aerodynamic design development plan
I Experiment using CFD software
2

Produce reduced-scale mock-ups of designs and test in wind tunnel

Build first full-scale mock-up

3
4
5
6
1
I
9

l 0
il

Produce two revised designs to improve on full-scale mock-up

Select best design, based on data from tests

3
Carry out field tests with trial runs outside

You are members of a technological research team similar to the one
in Exercise 2b. You have been asked to design a test programme for an
experimental system for air-dropping cargo. Read the brief and, in pairs,
discuss the types of test required and their sequence.

Design brief
The system allows relatively fragile cargo to be air-dropped from planes
into remote locations on the ground. lt comprises a parachute, attached
to a cylindrical container two metres long with a diameter of 1.5 metres.
The container is surrounded by a deformable protective structure.

The aims of testing are to develop the designs of:

a) the parachute

b) the protective structure, in order to minimise the impact to carto
inside the container.

The number of tests must be maximised within a limited budget. As
tests involving real drops from aircraft are costly, these must be kept to
a minimum.
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I Exchanging views on predictions and theories
4 a tn pairs, answer the

following questions.

I What kinds of cargo is
sometimes dropped from
aircraft, and why?

2 What are the advantages
and disadvantages of
air-drops?

5a

Read the following predictions of how a container air-dropped with
parachutes might behave while falling, and on hitting the ground. Complete
the predictions by underlining the words you think are correct.

I The longer the container is in the air, the more its horizontal speed will
decrease/increase.

2 Compared with a low-altitude drop, the vertical speed of a high-altitude drop
will be lower/higher.

3 In terms of damage to the container, a high vertical/horizontal impact speed
is potentially worse.

4 A very low-altitude drop will most l ikely cause the container to slide/roll
along the ground.

)g: Arnaud and Jenna, two engineers, are talking at the start of an air-
drop research project. Which predictions in Exercise 4b do they agree on,
and which do they disagree on? How do their ideas compare with yours?

Rephrase the words in brackets to complete the following extracts from the
conversation.

lSo ' -( intheory) ' thehor izonta lspeedwi l lkeepdecreas ing. . .
2 So, (assume) the drop altitude's verg low, ...
3 ... - (sure) o low vertical speed is the critical factor.
4 Because, (presume), if the groundspeed's quite high, there's a

danger the container will roll ...
5 So, (argue), rolling is the worst problem, ...

Rephrase the words in bold in the following sentences using the words in
Exercise 5a.

I I suppose there'l l always be a certain amount of groundspeed.
2 lf we assume the container wil l roll, we'l l need to protect it accordingly.
3 Accordlng to the hypothesis, groundspeed will almost always be positive.
4 You could say that it 's inevitable the container wil l roll and bounce along.
5 I'm convinced that high vertical speed is less problematic than high

groundspeed.
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I

c In pairs, decide whether the following words and phrases are used to agree

or disagree. can you think of other phrases for agreeing and disagreeing?

Absolutely I'm not convinced I'm not so sure Not necessarily

Of course True

d Look at the diagram and, in pairs, discuss the following questions.

{-

{-

Drop altitude

Aircraft speed and d'irection
Wind speed and direction

Vert'icaI speed of contajner

Airspeed of container
Groundspeed of container

I What is the difference between airspeed and groundspeed? How do

wind speed and wind direction result in a difference between an aircraft's

airspeed and its groundsPeed?

2 lf an aircraft's groundspeed and airspeed are the same, what must the wind

speed be?
3 In theory, an aircraft can fly with a groundspeed of zero in certain extreme

conditions. what would these conditions be, with regard to wind speed and

the aircraft's direction relative to the wind?

4 To minimise the horizontal groundspeed of an air-dropped container on

landing, what should the aircraft's direction be, relative to the wind?

5 lf several air-drops are carried out from the same altitude with different

wind speeds, how will higher wind speeds affect the groundspeed of the

container on landing?

6 a tn pairs, discuss which of the following options you think is preferable and

why.

I a low-level drop with low vertical speed and high horizontal speed

2 a high-level drop with high vertical speed and low horizontal speed

In pairs, discuss how the design of the container used for dropping cargo

would be different for each of the two options in Exercise 6a. For each

situation, consider how the container could be built to cushion the type

of impact. In particular, think about the shape of the container and the

protective structure around it.
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- Comparing results with expectations
7a ln pairs, discuss the difference between expectations and results.

Cive an example relating to research and development (R&D) in
engineering.

Manfred Haug, an aeronautical engineer, is describing his early
rocket experiments. Read the description and explain what is
meant by the expressions in bold.

Relging on trial and error isn't olwags the best wag to improve
technologg, but I found it was an effective waA to develop roclsets.
Especiallg as rocket science was unfamiliar territorg for me. I was on
a steep learning cule, hence the numerous explosions.

Read more of the description. What kinds of rocket did they build
and how do you think they worked?

I should sag that this had nothing to do with NASA, and happened
a long wag from Cape Canaveral. lt was just me and a few friends
on a windswept football field near Homburg. But the plastic bottle
water rockets we built and launched went through an impressive R&.D
progromme, bearing in mind we were onlg 12 gears old!

)g.S tisten to an interview with Manfred about building and
launching water rockets and answer the following questions.

I How full were the bottles?
2 What coincidence was helpful?
3 How powerful was the rocket?
4 What problem occurred?

!l

lt

8a

9a

Read the following extracts from the interview. What is meant by the words
in bold?

1 ... we expected it would shoot up reasonablg fast .
2 ... we didn't anticipate just how powerful it would be.
3 lt totallg exceeded our expectations.

In pairs, discuss two or three solutions to the problem experienced with the
rocket, based on basic materials and simple assembly techniques. For each
potential solution, explain how you would expect the rocket to perform and
why, describing potential problems for each solution.

)g.q Vanfred goes on to describe how he and his friends solved the
problem. Listen to the description and summarise the solution, explaining
why it was effective. How does the solution compare with your ideas in
Exercise 9a?

)g.q Usten again and complete the following phrases from the description.

I (as expected) lt didn't go exactlg
2 (extremely well) lt worked
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t0a tn pairs, discuss possible ways of making the water rocket more powerful to

allow it to attain higher altitudes. The basis of the design should be the

sameandyoumayon|yusebasicmaterials.Foreachsolut ion,explainthe
following points.
o Why you would expect the rocket to be more effective
. Any potential Problems

)g.S tisten to Manfred describing how the rocket was developed and the

results of further tests. Make notes on the improvements made and their

consequences. How do the solutions compare with your ideas from

Exercise lOa?

Read the following phrases that Manfred uses. complete the definitions by

underlining the correct words.

1 as it turned out : what happened in theory/prcllCe

2 what actuallg hoppened : what happened in theory/practice

3 we underestimated the pressure : it was less/more than we thought

4 we overestimated the strength : it was less/more than we thought

5 plastic bottles ore hardlg up to the iob : they're adequate/inadequate

6 I learned the hard wag. : it was a theoretical/practical lesson

ln pairs, discuss the following questions.

o Did you have any experiences of building things when you were younger

which didn't turn out as you'd expected? what did you underestlmate or

overestimate? What lessons did you learn the hard way?
o when you were younger, what experiences were most beneficial in helping

you to improve your technical skills? what technical principles did you learn?

Amateur rocket scientists have produced water rockets capable of reaching

altitudes of several hundred metres in competitions. In pairs, think of initial

ideas for a suitable design which complies with the following competition rules'

Water Rocket GomPetition
{f Rockets must be assembled entirely from

consumer Products Purchased from
supermarkets or DIY stores. For safety
reasons, no glass or metallic components
are permitted.

{f Flockets will be pressurised, and anchored
during pressurisation using a compressor
and launch pad provided by the organisers

Jf Release of the rocket will be triggered by
competitors, from a distance, by rope' at
the moment deemed appropriate by the
competitor, based on a reading on the
pressure gauge of the comPnessor.

1t
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Discussing causes and effects

t3a

b

In pairs, discuss the difference between cause and effect in each of the
following situations.

1 a vehicle tyre overheating
2 an e lectr ica l  c i rcu i t  over loading
3 a sh ip 's  hul l  corroding

Read the title of the article in Exercise I 3b and explain what you think it
means.

Read the article and answer the following questions.

I What are chicken cannons designed to do?
2 Why was a chicken cannon used for a train test?
3 What were the effects of the test?

CHIGKEI{ CAlIl{ol{ GOOF MAKES TECH EGGHEADS IOOK LIKE TURKEYS
\f,/nen new aircraft are developed, jet

l, Y Y engines and cockpit windshields are
|Í tested to simulate bird strikes (mid-air

coll isions with birds), which can result in
damage. The tests are carried out using
special compressed-air cannons that fire
dead chickens. On one occasion such a
gun was lent, by an aeronautical company,
to some engineers developing a new train.
Bird strikes were a potential danger, owing
to the train's high speed. Having received
instructions in how to use the cannon,
the train designers bought an oven-ready
chicken from a local supermarket, and
subsequently fired it at their prototype.

The effects were devastating. As a result of
the impact, a hole was smashed, not just
through the windshield, but also through
the back of the driver's compartment. It
was hard to believe a chicken had caused
so much destruction. Consequently, the
engineers contacted their aeronautical
colleagues to enquire if the problem might
be due to an issue with the gun, some sort of
fault that could have caused it to exceed its
normal firing power. No malfunctions were
found. However, it was later discovered
that the unexpected damage had occurred
because of a temperature issue.

lt The text in Exercise I 3b is an urban legend (or urban myth) - a commonly
told story that is said to be true, but which is not. Can you guess what
temperature issue caused the unexpected effects?

Complete the following sentences using the words and phrases in the box.

because of (x2) caused consequently due to owing to rtsuttin result of

I Bird strikes 62n vesqlt i\ damage to aircraft.
2 B i r d s t r i k e s W e r e a p o t e n t i a | p r o b | e m f o r t h e t r a i n , - l

I - its speed.
5 During the test, the train was severely damaged as a - the impact.
4 The damage occurred a problem relating to temperature.
5 T h e i m p a c t o f t h e c h i c k e n - i t t o e n t e r t h e t r a i n .
6 T h e e n g i n e e r s t h o u g h t t h e g u n w a s f a u | t y , s o - t h e y c a | | e d t h e i r

co l leagues.

d

I
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e Read the following engineering urban legends and complete the
descriptions of causes and effects using the correct form of the words
and phrases in Exercise I 3d. Sometimes more than one word or phrase is
possible.

1 Apparently, the biggest challenge in space exploration was developing a pen
for astronauts to use in orbit as ordinary ballpoint pens don't work in space,
becatuse oP / Arl.e lo / ow\t\g lo the fact that there's no gravity. So

this problem, there were teams of researchers working for
years, trying to find a solution. Eventually, someone came up with the idea
of us ing a penc i l .

2 When they designed the foundations of the library on the university campus,
they forgot to allow for the weight of the books on the shelves, which

the building to start sinking. So - , half of the
floors have had to be left empty, without books, to keep the weight down.

3 Did you hear about that Olympic-sized swimming pool that was built?
They got the length wrong, the ti les. They forgot to take
into account the thickness, which the pool measuring a few
m i | | i m e t r e s t o o S h o r t . S o - , i t c a n ' t b e u s e d f o r s w i m m i n g
comoetitions.

One popular topic for urban legends is the suggestion that the moon
landings didn't really take place and were fi lmed on Earth. ln pairs, discuss
the following questions.

. In photos taken of astronauts on the moon, why are no stars visible in the
sky?

o In fi lm footage, why is the flag planted on the surface of the moon seen
moving s l ight ly?

o Why do photos of astronauts' footprints appear to be on a wet surface and
not in dry dust?

.  Why is  no b last  crater  caused by engine thrust  dur ing the landing v is ib le
below the module?

)g.S Caroline and Renato, two colleagues at an engineering firm, are
talking about the moon landings during a coffee break. Listen to the

14a

conversation and compare
what they say with your
ideas from Exercise 14a.

C ln pairs, discuss any urban
legends you have heard
relating to engineering
and technology. Use the
following ideas to help you.

o unbel ievable des ign faul ts
. bizarre incidents

involving cars
o rumours about amazing

experi mental tech nology
o bad workmanship by =

bui lders, plumbers and
electr ic ians 'G';;-.=

jf-=*"::H
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I Discussing performance and suítabil ity
1a

b

2a

b

C Make the following words negative by adding the prefixes in- or un-.

l adequate i\4áeqr^at!e

2 appropriate
3 consistent
4 economica l
5 effective

1 appropriate/suitabte
2 consistent/retiable
3 cost-effective/economical
4 effective

5 efficient
6 sufficient/adequate

a the right sotution for a particular situation
b good enough for the intended function
c performs a function we[.
d works quickty and well

e makes the most of resources, isn't wasteful
f doesn't break down, atways performs in the same way

6 eflicient
7 re l iab le
8 sufficient
9 su i tab le

UNIT 10
Discussing performance and
suitabitity
Describing physical forces
Discussing relative performance
Describing capabilities and
limitations

ln pairs, answer the following questions about wind turbines.

1 What funct ion do wind turb ines perform?
2 What are the main advantages and d isadvantages of  wind turb ines?
3 What types of location are most suitable for wind farms?

ln pairs, discuss the functions and technical characteristics of the following
wind turbine components.

btades tower qenerator

)tO.t Vit e, Loreta and Hanif, engineers at a wind turbine constructor, are
discussing performance and suitabil ity issues relating to offshore wind
turbines. Listen to the conversation and answer the following questions.

I  Which wlnd turb ine component do the engineers d iscuss?
2 What is  the b ig problem with of fshore insta l lat ions?
3 Which two types of  construct ion mater ia l  are being compared?
4 Why are coastal defences mentioned?
5 What point  does Hani f  make about regular  maintenance?
6 What comparison needs to be made with regard to l ifespan?

Match the words (l -6) from the discussion to the definitions (a-0.
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d

3a

)tO.t tisten again. What issues do Mike, Loreta and Hanif agree and
disagree on?

The following information is from the web site of Sigma Power, a firm
that advises corporate and government clients on wind enerS/ proiects.
Complete the text using the words in Exercise 2c.

E
E
E
E
I
E
I

The fact that wind turbines consume no fuel and waste very little energy is clearly a fundamental
advantage. But just fiev7 e$$crerrt are they? Key figures

Clearly, wind turbines need to be located on relatively windy sites in order to function. From a
meteorologicaI standpoint, what kinds oí geographical Iocation are the most - ?

Turbines are generally placed at the tops of tall towers, where wind speeds are highel thus
making them more . What other positioning factors influence performance?

Wind tu rb ines ra re |yÍunc t i oncon t i nuous |y ,due to the fac t tha tw indspeedsa re - '
How significant is the impact of variable weather conditions on power generating capacity?

Transmitting electricity over long distances is inherently , due to power loss from
overhead or underground power l ines. Find out more about the advantages of generating
power locally.

The generating capacity of wind turbines is generally for it to be relied upon
100%. What percentage of total generating capacity can wind turbines realistically provide?

Someear|ywindturb inesWere-,suf fer in9breakdownscausedbyinaxia|
stresses stemming from higher wind loads on the upper blade. Howevel this problem has been
overcome on modern units. Learn more about the technica| evolution of wind turbínes 

{
at

You are engineers at Sigma Power. The marketing manager has asked
you to provide some technical answers for the frequently asked questions
section of the company's website. The FAO section is aimed primarily at
potential clients who are thinking of installing wind turbines at their sites
- factories, office complexes, hospitals, and university campuses. ln pairs,
discuss the following questions and write the answers for the website using
the information in the fact file and your own knowledge.

What's the big advantage of having a wind turbine at my site?
How dependable are wind turbines as a source of power, given that weather conditions are
changeable?
What kinds of site are most suitable for wind turbines, relative to natural factors such as
hills, the coast, and height above sea level?
What's the most appropriate location for my wind turbine, relative to local features on the
site, such as trees and buildings?

-''!lrF
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- Describing physical forces

7btu.,
cruue b
rcrrrcltc
energy?

4 a Read the foilowing articre. what is a sorar tower and how does it use the
forces of expansion and pressure?

What physical forces would act on a solar tower I km high?

)to.z su, a structurar engineer specialising rn the design of very tail
structures, is giving a talk to a group of engineering students. Listen to the
talk. Which of the forces in the box doesn't she mention?

!9n!ing centrifugalforce compression contraction expansion
friction pÍessure shear tension torsion/torque

Label the diagrams using the forces in Exercise 4c.

lEr'.-J--l '(D)'#
cor4PYessro\

6 t l 8;-EI ,[É 
Tira'Tq 'o11l
---T44--

b

c

j9L\jJ .Í{) Iy!;ls
The need to develop renewable energy is widely seen as
a futuristic technological challenge. In reality, some of the
most effective ways of harnessing horsepower from nature
are based on concepts that have existed for donkey's years.
The wind turbine is an obvious example. Another - less
well known, but conceived almost a century ago - is the
solar tower or solar chimney. And if the Australian company
EnviroMission completes an ambitious solar tower project
in the New South Wales desert, the technology could
capture not just the sun! rays but the public's imagination
worldwide. The firm is planning to construct a tower a
colossalone kilometre high. lf built, it witl be the world's
tallest structure by a huge margin.

How it works
A large glass enclosure is built, with a chimney at its centre.
The sun heats the enclosure, causing expansion ofthe air
inside. At the top of the chimney, the lower temperature and
lower pressure due to the higher altitude create a pressure
differential known as stack effect. This causes air to flow
up the chimney. Electricity is generated by turbines at the
bottom of the chimney, which are driven by the flow of air.
The bigger the area of glass and the taller the chimney, the
greater the airflow and the higher the generating capacity.
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)tO.Z Comptete the following sentences from the talk using the forces in
Exercise 4c. Listen again and check your answers.

1 So thot downward force meons the structure is in cou^pyessio\ . especiallU
neor the bottom.

2 ... a horizontal load, exerted bg air -against one side of the
structure.

3 Becouse the structure is fixed at ground level, and free ot the top, that
generotes forces.

4 ... when elements bend, gou have opposing forces: at one side,
at the other.

5 ... the wind effectivelg tries to slide the structure along the ground, and the
foundations below the qround resist that. The result of that /s -
force ...

6 . . . the foundotions need to relu on with the qround to resist the
pull-out force, ...

1 The action of the wind can also generate . You get a twisting
force ...

8 When concrete absorbs heot from the sun, Aou get ; as soon as the
sun goes in, there's

You and your partner specialise in designing structures for electrical
transmission grids. You are currently working on a cable support concept
for power lines near wind farms exposed to severe weather. You have come
up with the following design. !n pairs, hold a short meeting to evaluate your
design concept. Explain the forces acting on the structure.

Severe weather cable support concept

wind direction1

::

column 11

leg 11

beam
\

_____ 
.\____ 

_
column 2-v

pivoting
insulators

R-- ---- \ cables

leg 3

z
direction 2

t, leg
v.
\

\
J

lpg

concnete
foundations
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I Discussing relative performance
5a In pairs, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of air and high-

speed rail travel. Focus on trips of between 500km and I ,500km, the
journey length over which planes and trains often compete for the same
passengers.

Read the extract from an article about transport in a popular science and
technology magazine and answer the following questions.

I What factors should be considered in the comparative analysis described?
2 What is the purpose of the comparative analysis?
3 What suggestion is made about Europe?

Qpeed, convenience, efficiency, and
Jenüronmental-friendliness: four factors
with which to assess the relative effectiveness
of different long-distance, mass-transport
solutions for passengers. Technology: the
key criterion in determining what transport
solutions are available. And distance: the main
consideration when categorising routes. Blend

these variables together in varying quantities,
and you have a model for calculating the
optimum way of moving people.
On a European scale, whichever way you mix
the various criteria, the most advantageous
way oÍ getting people around the heart of the
continent seems to be on high-speed, electric
trains.

6a

Find words in the text in Exercise 5b to match to the following definitions.
Which one of the words has a plural form?

1 standard by which you judge something

2 fact or situation which influences the result of something

3 number,  amount or s i tuat ion which can change

What do you know about France's
high-speed train, the TGV? What is its
normal operating speed? What is the
approximate length of the train?

Read the facts about the world speed
record set by the TGV. Compare the world
record journey with a normal TGV journey,
using your answers in Exercise 5a.

World Speed Record for an In-Service

Passenger Train

Date April 3,2007

loi"ti"n Fiance: Paris to Strasbourg line on

slightlY modifred track

Train Stándárd TGV With fewer coaches

Record 574.8 km/h

I
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C )fO.l Andrej, a consulting engineer specialising in rail technology, is talking
about the TGV world speed record. Listen to the talk and answer the
following questions.

I Overall, how heavily modified was the train?
2 How long was the record-breaking TCV?
3 Why was some of the bodywork modified?
4 Why was the diameter of the wheels changed?

d )fo.l Listen again and complete the following table about the modified TGV
using the figures in the box.

+ 680/o + 79olo - t5olo - 509o + 80o/o

Technical criteria Modified TGV: % difference from standard model

Maximum speed

Train length (with coaches)

Aerodynamic drag

Diameter of wheels

Motor power output

g Complete the following sentences from the talk by underlining the correct
words.

1 The record speed exceeded the standard operating speed bg a ting/hlltp

margin.
2 The train was modified to a ceftain/considerable extent ...
3 ... the modified train was significantlg/slightlg shorter, ...
4 ... changes were made to the bodgworlt, to moke it slightlg/much more

aerodgnamic...
5 The wheels on the modified train were marginallg/substantiallg bigger ...
6 ... the power of the electric motors wos marginallg/substantiallg higher thon

the standard units ...
-I 

... standard high-speed trains con be made to go foster bg a slight/
considerable amount.

f Rewrite the following sentences to describe the modifications that were
made to the TGV for the record attempt. Use the phrases in Exercise 6e to
replace the words in bold.

I The supply voltage in the catenary cables had to be increased from 25,000
to 3 l .OOO vol ts .

2 To limit oscil lation, the tension of the catenary cables had to be increased by
60o/o.

3 On some curves, the camber of the track had to be increased by a few
centimetres.

4 The 574.8km/h record beat the previous record, set in 1990, by 59.5 km/h.
5 ln perfect conditions the TGV could probably have gone faster by 5 to l0

km/h.

7 In pairs, choose a product or type of technology you know well and compare
its performance and quality with an earlier model, describing the extent of
the differences.
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I Describing capabilities and limitations
8a Look at the photos and read the extracts Írom The

Storg of John Paul Stapp, by Nick T. Spark, and answer
the following questions.

I When and where do you think it took place?
2 What do you think the aim of the test was?
3 What do you think John Stapp's profession was?
4 What equipment do you think was used?
5 What do you th ink happened in the exper iment?

With five seconds to go Stapp activated the sled's movie cameras' and

p;;;;;;J to. tt. ,t ott' ioiii wi"a't nine rockets detonated with a

terrific roar. sending ot'iitutt' of fire and blasting Stapp down the track'

' ' ' sonic wind hit the water brake. The rear of the sred tore away. The fronrcontinued' hardry slowing at alr unt' it hJ; ;. second warer brake. Then,spray exploded from the back oÍ Sonic win|i.itstopped like it had hit aconcrete wall.

)tO.l Listen to an extract from a documentary about
the experiment and check your answers to Exercise 8a.

Complete the following data on the Sonrc Wind test
using the figures in the box.

r.2 3 20 46 101s

I Max soeed: - km/h
2 Acceleration from 0 to max speed: seconds
3 Acceleration force: - Cs
4 Deceleration time: seconds
5 Deceleration force: - Cs

) tO.S tisten to the next part of the documentary and check your answers to
Exercise 8c.

Complete the following groups of synonyms using the words in the box.

able to capable of cope with exceed incapabte of
intended for srliette.d{o surpass unable to withstand

1 exposed to (a force) / s'^biecte/ to
2 resist (a forceJ | - | -
3 go beyond (a l imit) I - I -
4 suitable for (a use) I -
5  c a n  I  - l  -
6  c a n ' t  l - l -

I
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9a

Complete the following sentences about Sonrc Wind using the correct form
of the words in Exercise 8e.
I The bolts fixing the camera to the sled had to coPe with high shear forces.
2 The sled's rockets were - generating enormous thrust.
3 The pools at the end of the track were - stop the sled rapidly.
4 The skids on the sled had to high levels of friction.
5 At full speed, John Stapp was - several tonnes of air pressure.
6 The rear of the sled was - resist the shock of deceleration, and

broke off.
7 Doctors thought people were - surviving forces of 17 Gs and above.
8 John Stapp - the I 7 G limit by a huge margin.

You are a consultant engineer and your firm have received an email from an
entrepreneur with an ambitious plan. Read the following email extract and
note the key information.

!n pairs, discuss the key
information in Exercise 9a and
consider the following points.
o the level of G force
o a safe length for the track
o the feasibility of using wheelg
o the suitability of the braking

systems suggested

)to.o Jasmine and Andrew,
consulting engineers, are
discussing the issues in
Exercise 9b. Listen and compare
what they say with your ideas
from Exercise 9b.

!n pairs, discuss the points
raised in their conversation and
make notes summarising your
thoughts in preparation for a
meeting with the entrepreneur.

Prepare a short presentation
for the entrepreneur using your
notes from Exercise 9d. Student
A, you are the consultant
engineer. Give the presentation.
Student B, you are the
entrepreneur. Listen and ask
questions about specific details.
Swap roles and practise again.

To; Jasmine Murray
Subiect:

The proposal is to build a rocket sled ride on a desert site in Western
Australia. The ride will be aimed at wealthy tourists, and will allow
them to experience supersonic speeds. We envisage carrying two
passengers at a time, seated behind the pilot. The idea is inspired
by the Sonic Wind experiments, which I'm sure you're familiar with.
However, it goes without saying that safety will be the number one
priority, which means that e)dremes of acceleration and deceleration
must be avoided. For instance, a water brake, like the one used in
the Sonic Wind tests, is clearly out of the question.

The site is large enough to accommodate a track up to 16 km
long, though I reckon 1O km would be adequate. According to my
rough ca|cu|ations, that wou|d be sufÍicient to al|ow progressive
acceleration up to and through the sound barrier to about 350 m/s,
and progressive deceleration to a standstill without exceeding 2 G
(20 m/s,), while still leaving three to four kilometres of track as a
safety margin. However, I'm not an engineer, so would appreciate
your professional opinion on that.
ln terms oÍ basic techno|ogy, I assume the most suitab|e vehic|e
would be a rail-mounted sled, with steel skids that grip the track,
above and below the rails, to prevent derailing, and avoid problems
with aerodynamic lift. I assume wheels wouldn't be feasible given the
speeds involved, though I'm not 100% sure about that, Perhaps you
can advise. Propulsion would be provided by a rocket or aircraft.jet.
I already have a consultant sourcing a suitable engine, however, so
that angle is being looked into.
As far as your input is concerned, the main area where I need your
expertise is on the braking system. As I said, violent braking is out of
the question. As I see it, suitably gentle options include systems that
app|y friction to the rai|s, aerodynamic Í|aps, parachutes, or reversed
engine thrust. But, again, I'm not an engineer, so I look forward to
discussing your thoughts on these issues.

I
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This glossary contains useful technical words from the texB and audioscripts which are not covered specifically in the exercises.

bearing

belt (drive belt)

cable

component

electromagnetic

foundation

gears

inertia

lubricant

(electric) motor

pile

propeller

reinforcement

remote control

sheave

solar power

strength-to-weight
ratio

structural engineer

wind load

wireless

mechanism containing balls or rollers placed around a component which spins, e.g. a shaft, to reduce
friction

closed band placed around two or more wheels (pulleys), allowing one wheel to drive the other(s)

rope made of many wires, usually metal

individual part of an assembly/mechanism

haíuses an e|ectrica||y generated magnetic fie|d

base supporting a building or structure, usually made of concrete

wheels with cogs (teeth) which mesh together to transfer drive from one wheel to the other where the
wheels are side by side

the resistance of an obtect to acceleration or deceleration due to its mass

|iquid or viscous so|id (e.g. oil) used to reduce friction between moving parts whose surÍaces are touching

device which transforms electrical energy into rotary motion

foundation comprising a vertical column of concrete in the ground

device with spinning blades used to push boats or aircraft through water or air

networks offibres or bars placed inside a material to strengthen it, e.g. steel reinforcement in concrete

siystem used to control a device or vehicle from a distance, usually via a wireless connection

alternative term for pulley (see bert above)

energy from sunlight converted into electrical energy

toughness of a materia| (abi|ity to resist breaking) re|ative to its density (density = masívo|ume)

engineer specialising in the design of structures, e.g. bridges

force exerted on a structure by the wind

signal transmission without a physical connection by wire, e.g. by radio waves or infrared waves

aggrega[e

automotive

blade

cement

chassis

composite (material)

conductor

electrolysis

exhaust

galvanized

insulation

ironmongery

kinetic energy

melt down

membrane

puncture

rust

scrap

solid particles or lumps of material used in a mixture, e.g. sand and gravel in concrete

related to vehicle design and manulacturing

cutting device, often metal with a sharp or toothed edge

lime-based powder mixed with water to make concrete

base of a vehicle to which all main components are fixed

combined materials; consists of a bulk material (called a matrix) reinforced with fibres or bars, e.g. glass-
reinforced plastic [plastic matrix with glass fibres)

material that conducB (carriesl electricity or heat - in engineering, usually refiers to an electrical
conductor

passing an electrical current through a liquid or solid in order to separate chemical compounds

system for evacuating smoke or gases, e.g. from an engine

coated with zinc - us€d to protect steel from corrosion (rustingl

protective layer to prevent or reduce conduction of heat or electricity

collective term for small metal items commonly used in buildings, e.g. door handles, hinges, screws, nails

energy in the form of movement, e.g. a spinning wheel

change a solid substance into a liquid by heating it

thin layer of material, often acting as a barrier, e.g. to prevent water passing

hole causing a leak of air or liquid, e.g. in a tyre

common name br iron oxide - produced when iron corrodes as a result of exposure to air and water

used/recovered material intended for recycling; often refers to metal

I
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in construction, an ordinary bolt

long metal plate on which cables are laid - designed to support large numbers ofcables

vertical support in a structure

construction joint ioint beMeen two sections of concrete that were poured at different times (where concrete structures are
poured in several stages)

large section pipe, with a circular or square profile, for carrying air; or a protective cover for cables or
hoses

making/assembling, often used to describe metalwork

collective term ficr bolts, screws, rivets and clips

high strength friction bolt which holds plates together by friction (gripping them tightly together) rather than by shear force
erip [HSFG) bolt

M&E abbreviation for mechonical and electrical - in construction, refers to electrical installations, water
pipes, air-conditioning, etc.

Dlace/cast concrete

large flat area of concrete, for a floor or roof

acetylene

ballast

cable tie

casting

eartn

live

mach in ing

mi l l i ng  mach ine

neutral

black bolt

cable tray

column

duct

fabrication

fixings

pour lconcrete)

slab

clearance

clutch

hydraulics

isolate

non-serviceable
(part)

prston

gas commonly mixed with oxygen in welding (oxy-acetylene)

dense material used to add weight, e.g. as a counter-balance or to resist lift

plastic strap used to fix several cables together side by side, or to fix cables to a supporting structure

pouring molten material into a mould

electrical connection between a circuit and the ground

in a mains electrical circuit, the wire through which current flows into an appliance - also means a circuit
is energised (current is flowing)

collective term for processes involving cutting, drilling, etc.

machine With cutting whee|s used to cut away the surface of metá| in thin |ayers

in a mains electrical circuit, the wire though which current flows out of an appliance

part that cannot be repaired by maintenance technicians, only by the manufacturer

mechanism which transfers linear motion (backward and forward movement) to rotary motion (turning
movement), usually pushed by expanding gas

' fu$i f f iÉÉ
distance between components designed to fit together closely

friction mechanism allowing engine motion to be transferred to wheels progressively

coolant l iquid in a cooling system

orag resistance to movement through a gas or liquid, e.g. when a plane moves through the air

electrical contact point where two electrical conductors are connected

engine often refers to an internal combustion engine - i.e. one which burns petrol or diesel

fan spinning device with blades used to generate a flow of air

filter material with small holes located in a flow of gas or liquid; used to block solid particles, e.g. to prevent
them from damaging a sensitive mechanism such as a pump

f|aps moveab|e pane|s on aircraft Wings Which increase |ift to assist |ow.speed f|ight' e.g. during take.ofí and
landing

fly-by-wire aircraft controls which operate moveable devices (e.9. flaps) electronically, rather than mechanically

fuel iniection system for injecting fuel vapour into the piston cylinder of an engine

temperature gau€e device Which shows a temperature reading

gearbox case contáining shafts with gears' usual|y with a gearshift mechanism, a||owing gears to be moved to
change between different gear ratios

high-pressure oil circuits used to push pistons called hydraulic rams

separate an electrical component or part of a circuit from the rest of the circuit - e.g. by opening a
switch - to prevent electricity from flowing through it

landing gear wheels of an aircraft

loose connection electrical connection that is not fully tight, often causing the circuit to be broken, preventing current
from flowing

misfire when an engine is not running smoothly due to a fuel or ignition problem
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radiator

spoilers

starter motor

suspension

tan K

throttle

turbine

VAIVC

Unit 6
beam

core dril l

cra ne

dynamic

C-force

j ib

lifting eye

low-loader

s l ings

thrust

Unit 7
air  in let

arc

Dlower

circuit breaker

extinguisher
(fire extinguisher)

guardrail

handrai l

load-bearing

moisture-sensitlve

off-cuts

shot-blasting

st lo

strain

switchboard

switchgear

transformer

Unit 8
AC

automation

CAD

conv€yor beIt

downstream

electric utility

heat-exchange device that dissipates heat into the air, usually from a hot liquid (e.9. coolant) that is
pumped through it

moveable panels on aircraft wings which increase drag and reduce lifti used to slow aircraft when
descending and on landing

e|ectric motor in an engine used to turn the en€ine in order to start it running

moveable connection between a vehicle's chassis and its wheels, consisting ofsprings and dampers

container for storing llquid

accelerator control on an engine

transforms a flow of fluid (liquid or gas) into rotary movement, e.g. a wind turbine

mechanism for opening/closing/restricting the flow of gas or liquid along a pipe

long, narrow horlzontal component in a structure

hole-saw for drilling through thick materials

machine for lifting heavy objects, able to reach significant heights and distances; includes mobile cranes
(which wheel), tower cranes (which are supported by a fixed tower) and gantry cranes (which run along
beams)

related to movement, e.g. a dynamic load [: a load generated by a moving object)

forceof accelerat ionordecelerat ion: I  Cisequivalenttotheforceof accelerat ionexertedbygravi ty

moveable arm of a crane

ring fixed to a heavy object allowing a hook (e.9. of a crane) to be attached to enable lifting

truck with a low flat trailer, used for transporting large heavy vehicles, especially construction plant

flat straps which can be attached to crane hooks and placed under objects in order to lift them

pushin€ force, e.g. generated by expanding gases exiting a rocket

point where air enters a device or process - the opposite is air outlet

electrical current travelllng a short distance through the air to flow between two conductors

pump-like mechanism which generates airflow

electrical device which instantly breaks a circuit (switches off the power supply) as a safety measure if a
variation in current is detected

device used for putting out fires; usually a metal container with a hose or nozzle containing water, CO,,
powder or foam

metal container which contains compressed gas, often in liquefied form

safety rail designed to prevent people falling from high places

(as guardrail, above)

describes a part of a structure or assembly that is designed to resisUtransmit force

can be damaged by water

waste pieces left over after cutting

firing small metal balls propelled by compressed air as an abrasive cleaning process

large container for storing buIk €ranu|ar materials such as grain

chan€e in size/shape of a component (e'g' stretching) due to force

control panel containing several switches for all the individual circuits of an electrical installation

collective term for switching equipment

electrical device for modifying current and voltage - a step-up transformer increases voltage and reduces
current, a step-down transformer decreases voltage and increases current

Alternating Current

automatic control of a system, device or process

Computer Aided Design - computer software for producing engineering drawings

moving belt which transports objects horizontallyi often used in manufacturing processes and
warenouses

further down the direction offlow (e.g. in a river); used in engineering to describe industrlal processes
and the flow of liquid/air in pipe/duct networks (opposite = upstream)

company which generates electricity at power stations

T
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electrical charge

exothermic reaction

f low

gizmo

hydroelectric power

mains electricity

manual

refrigeration

reservoir

standby (on standby)

vessel

aerodynamics

aeronautical

stored electricity (potential electrical energy)

chemical reaction which produces heat (opposite - endothermic reaction, which absorbs heat)

movement of a substance, usually a liquid or gas (e.9. along a pipe)

slang term for a technical device, usually electronic - suggests the device is complex

electricity generated using water pressure (hydrostatic pressure)

domestic electricity supply system

controlled by a person - the opposite is automatlc

process of cooling to temperatures below atmospheric temperature

man-made lake for storing water, usually for drinking water or hydroelectric power

when a device is ready to operate immediately, e.g. a TV that is ready to switch on when it receives a
remote control signal

closed tank which can hold a pressure greater than the atmospheric pressure outside it

study of airflow e.g. over moving vehicles and aircraft

related to the design and construction of aircraft

centre of gravity theoretical point on the cross-section of an object from which the obiects mass is transmitted vertically
downwards due to gravity

device for pressurising gas (usually air) inside a vessel or network of pipes/hoses

collecting and recording the results of tests for later analysis

can change shape

release/ejecvopen, e.g. when skydivers pull the cord oftheir parachute, the parachute is deployed

can be / is designed to be broken/destroyed

Do lt Yourself store - hardware / home improvements store selling building materials and tools to
consumers

device which shows a pressure reading, e.g. in bar or psi [pounds per square inch)

disturbed airflow - i.e. air not flowing smoothly around an obiect

volume containing no gas, e.g. space

glass at front of a vehicle or aircraft which the driver or pilot looks through, also called a windscreen in
British English

compressor

data gatherin €

deformable

deploy

destructible

DIY store

pressure gauge

turbulence

vacuum

windshield

;Sffilffi
bodywork

camber

catenary

coastal defences

corrode

corrosron

derail

detonate

fail-safe

horsepower

inaxia l

opposing forces

oscillation

reverse thrust

rpm

sled

stress

superstructure

the external skin of a vehicle; usually consists of several panels

angle that is inclined from horizontal, usually at 90 degrees to the direction of travel, e.g. the camber of
a road (the slope of the road across its width)

downward curved line of a cable when suspended between two supports

large walls, blocks, etc., constructed to protect the coast from sea/ocean erosion

degrade as a result ofa chemical reaction, e.g. iron turning to iron oxide (rust) when exposed to water
and air

result of material corroding (see above)

come off the rails, e.g. trains can be derailed

trigger an explosion

cannot fail / go wrong - often used to describe safety systems

historic unit of power, has been replaced by Wbtts but still used to describe power output from engines

not in a straight line

forces acting in opposite directions

wave pattern

thrust directed in the opposite direction to that which a vehicle/aircraft is travelling in, intended to slow
the vehicle/aircraft

revolutions per minute, used to measure the speed of rotary motion

vehicle that slides along (i.e. does not have wheels), e.g. a sled designed to travel over snow

the force(s) exerted on an oblect, e.g. tensile stress in a cable that is being pulled in opposite directions

the part of a structure that is above ground level - the opposite is the substructure
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